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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO .FRIDAY AUGUST 16, 1918
MOUNTED POLICE MAKES
GOOD SHOWING FOR THE
LAST THREE MONTHS

BOTH THE CENTRAL

AMERICAN REVIEW

SENATOR JONES

INJUNCTION
AND
DEFENDANTS APPEAL
-

The following is the summary report of work done by the New Mexico Mounted Police, beginning May
1, 1918. up to and including
July
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LIEUT. JOHN MACARTHUR

ALLIES MENACE

BILLY" WELLBORN

"MAJOR

TIME TO STRIKE

LATC

BY WAR FAKERS

PICARDY SECTOR

HUNS HARD BLOW

BOCHES AT ROYE

NEW YORKERS HIT

ENEMY FLEEING

Public

Is

Defrauded

of

More

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Than $2,000,000 by the
FRENCH LAUNCH NEW ATTACK
BETWEEN MATZ AND OISE
RIVERS.

HOLD

ALLIES

mm V44

m

GROUND

4

Wenti-i-

KEEP FOE ON THE RUN

ALLIES GAIN ON SOMME

AMERICANS

FRENCH TAKE MONTDIDIER, AND
FOCH BLOWS UP BRIDGE8

HIGH

TRIBUTE

TO

WHO WON GLORY WITH BRITISH
AND FRENCH IN PICARDY.

ON SOMME.

Weatcrn Newapaper Union New Service.

Newapaper t'nlun Nbwi Service.

The French reTarlB, Aug.
sumed the offensive Tuesduy between
the Alalz and Oise rivers, making
proem's to the north and cast of (Jury
and thereby iucreaoing the menace to
the Germans at LasBlgny, according
to the war office statement. Strong
Lieut. John MacArthur, a former
enemy resistance was unavailing to
resident of Wilmington, Del., although
stop the attackers.
flying at the battle front In France for
short time, has brought down
The strength of the German opposi- only
He Is
Yale
tion from immediately north of the several German planes.
a former electrical enSomme river to the river Just below graduate and
with the DuPont Powder com.
Hoye, apparently has checked the east- gineer
ward march of the allied troops. Ger- pany.
man resistance has not prevented the
French on the extreme southern end
GAS CAROLINA COAST
of the line from winning additional
in
the
value
of
strategic
points
great
hill and forest region between the
BY FUMES
SIX MEN OVERCOME
Oise and the Alatz, where
FROM SUBMARINE.
and Noyon are the ultimate objectives.
The capture of these placet) would
result probably in the forced evacuaBritish Steamer Penistrone, Swedish
tion by the Germans of the
Steamer Sydland and Many Fishing
line and would have a
Vessels Are Destroyed.
marked effect on the battle line running southeastward past Sois:oiis and
thence along the Vesle river.
V, fcitttrn
I'lihw NtwH Service.
The battle line in the north and
13. Gas from oil
Aug.
Washington,
on the center remains virtually as it discharged on the water by the Gerallied
Blood Monday, although all the
man submarine operating off the midtroops have bettered their stands dle Atlantic coast, overcame six men
slightly and taken additional prison- in the coast guard station and lighters. The Americans and Kreneh at house on Smith's Island, N. C, Satlast accounts were in the environs of urday evening, the Navy Department
IJray, north of the river, while south was advised Monday by the command- of the river the Germans continued In unl nf rli Klvth mival district.
possession of t'haulnes and Iloye,
If the gas attack was deliberate, as
which seemingly they intend to de- most officials believe, it constllutes a
fend at all hazards.
new and ingenious form of "frightful-nessthe enemy's efNotwithstanding
and, bo far as has been reported,
forts, t'haulnes is receiving a mighty was the first direct effort of the Gervisitation of shells from the allied man raiders to harm persons or propguns, and Hoye has been so en- erty on American shores.
croached upon that it is now under
Sinking of the British steamer Penfrom both the north istrone, of 4,139 gross tons, and the
a heavy cross-firand south, and seemingly both towns Swedish steamer Sydland, of 3,031
ultimately must be evacuated.
gross tons, In New England waters
near where beveral fishing smacks
LUDENDORFF ADMITS FAILURE. were destroyed Sunday also was reported to the Navy Department.
General Bans Massed Blows on AcThe number of fishing vessels
count of Reduced Strength.
h a Herman submarine in its
in
France, raid on the fleet off George's banks
With the British Army
secret
A
14.
captured enemy
Aug.
last Saturday night was nearer a
order signed "Ludendorff" lays stress score than the ten already reporieu.
men.
on the necessity of economizing
The order asserts that the two ele- TROTZKY FLEES WITH LENINE.
ments essential to the future conduct
of the war are to "maintain every- Ambassador Francis Refuses to Stay
where our fighting strength and the
at Vologda, and Goes to
spirit of offensive."
Archangel.
The order is frank in explaining
London, Aug. 13. Premier Lenine
that, because of the reduced German atid his chief assistant, Leon Trotzky,
strength. It frequently will be impos- have fled to Kronstadt, the naval base
sible to hold continuous trench lines near Petrograd, according to a disand recommends instead the creation patch Bent out by the
of centers of resistance.
Wolff bureau of Berlin and printed in
The document warns commanders Zurich newspapers, says a Havas rethnt should the enemy obtain a foot- port from Paris.
hold within German lines they must
consider carefully whether a counter
Hussia. Disregarding the
attack is necessary or worth risking insistent demands of the Bolshevik
a large number of lives.
government, American Ambassador
Another captured order informs the Francis and allied diplomats have left
German regiments that they must here for Archangel. This step was
provide their own defenses against taken after the Bolshevik government
allied airplanes, as the Ger- seemingly had done everything to
man aircraft resources are so low that hamper the diplomats.
off
Ambassador Francis in a note to the
they cannot be expected to fight enthe enemy while they are being
Moscow eovernment said that his of
ficial dispatches had been held up and
gaged "on reconnaissance work."
that the Russian press had been forbidden to explain the diplomats' side
SINKS FRENCH SHIP.
of the controversy. The ambassador
reiterated the faith of the allies in the
Report 442 Soldiers Missing The Russian people and their desire to aid
Steamer Kellogg Torpedoed.
them against the common enemy.
Paris, Aug. 14. Four hundred and
The position of the soviet governforty-twmen are missing as a result
of the torpedoing of the French steam- ment In Russia is considered very seer Djemnah in the Mediterranean the rious by the Moscow correspondent of
while bound from the Tageblatt of Berlin. He announces
night of July
forces have inBlzerta to Alexandria with troops on that the Ciecho-SIovato 300,000, and are
board, according to an official an- creased from 7,500
nouncement last night. Four clays being reinforced by Serbians, Coslater the French steamer Australian sacks and counter revolutionists.
also was torpedoed In the MediterranWant Italian Pamphlets Given Up.
ean. Still another steamer was torZurich. The authorities at Vienna
remained
afloat.
but
pedoed,
have ordered the public to hand over
every piece of propaganda literature
Washington. Aug. 14. The steam- dropped by Italian airmen and threater Henry S. Kellogg has been tor en severe penalties for failure to do
pedoed by a German submarine off so. There was a wild scramble la the
the New Jersey coast, according to a streets for the pamphlets when they
report received late last night by the were dropped. Some sold for as high
No details were as zo crowns.
Navy Department.
available, but it was presumed the
steamer was still afloat.
More U. S. Soldiers for Italy.
Rome. More American troops will
London. A British torpedo boat de- be sent to Italy, Franklin D. Roosestroyer was sunk by an enemy sub- velt, assistant secretary of the navy,
marine on Aug. 6.
announced here.
14.
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Robbers Blow Crawford Bank Safe.
Crawford, Colo. Robbers effected
an entrance to the interior of the State
Bank of Crawford Monday night and
exploded a charge of nitroglycerine
in the safe. The inside door of the
safe, however, did not yield to the
force of the explosion and the robbers
then directed their energies to the
safety deposit boxes, which they broke0
open with tools. From $7,000 to
in Liberty bonds and War Savings
and postage stamps were secured by
the robbers.

40,000

INCLUDIN
1,000 OFFICER8
AND OVER 700 GUNS.

v,

HUNS TRYING TO SAVE SELVES
FROM POCKET ON SOUTH OF
SOMME

ALLIES TAKE

h

v

4uJ

DECLARES GEN. MARCH IN TALK
TO NEWSPAPER MEN AT
WASHINGTON.

Washington. While expressing the
greatest satisfaction over the allied
successes and the part American
troops have taken in these victories,
Gen. March sounded warning against
overoptimism in his talk with news"It Is no time
paper correspondents.
to talk about the war being over,"
Gen. Marsh exclaimed. "It is the time
to lilt the enemy hard." Gen. March
paid high tribute to the Rainbow divi
sion, crediting it with decimating
three German divisions, including the
crack Prussian guards.
tactics
Foch'B
Marshal
driving
Germans was
against the
based," General March said, "on the
perfectly sound principle that when
you get an enemy going, keep him go
ing; never give jjim a cimuue tu idcuperate or mink it over, Keep on nit
ting him."
"This is the time for the greatest
effort; keep the enemy running. That
is the reason the United States is be
ing called upon for increased man
power; that is the reason we want the
age limits of the draft both lowered
and raised to g;t more men. It is no
time now to talk about the war being
over. It is the time to hit him hard.
"The greatest advantage of this
whole thing has been the change of
the ullies from the defensive to the
offensive, which is a great military
We have the enemy guessing
now Instead of guessing ourselves."
General March pointed out that the
Picardy drive follows the same general line of strategy as the Foch
movement in the
promising the same successful result.
Later reports showing that the al
lies have trapped the Germans in the
Montdidier pocket, at the apex of the
salient, just as the Germans were
trapped at Chateau Thierry and along
the Marne, give even greater promise
of closing the trap than in the July
18 drive.
hard-presse- d

'Major Billy" Wellborn, credited
with greater knowledge of the details
of the draft system than any other person, drew all but a very few of the
1,200 capsules used in the second draft.
She is In charge of the Information
bureau In the, provost marshal gen,
eral's effce.

SHIP SUNK BY
SCHOONER LOOTED
ING SUNK
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BEFORE BE
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Crew Permitted to Take Provisions
and Then Put Off in a Gasoline Launch.
Wpstern Newipapar Union News Service.
Newport News, Va., Aug. 10.

The
American schooner Stanley L. Sea
man, bound from Newport News to a
foreign port, was sunk Monday, 110
miles east of Cape Hatteras, by a Ger
man submarine. Capt. W. C. McAlo-neand crew of eight men arrived
Friday at this port, having been
picked up by a British vessel.
The Seaman, Capt. McAloney said,
was fired on without warning while
becalmed about noon Monday. The
crew took to their small boats, but
later were permitted to return for pro
visions, and then put off in a gasoline
launch. The members of the submarine crew looted the ship before sink
ing it with a bomb. Capt. McAloney
and his crew spent three days in the
Over a curving front of more than launch. In the gulf stream before they
were picked up.
twenty miles the British and French
to
back
are
sweep
troops
continuing
KILLED IN HOLDUP,
the SIXTY-SIacross
the Germans eastward
the
from
region
plains of Picardy
north of the Somme, east of Morlan-court- Villa Followers Rob and Slaughter
Mexican .Train Passengers.
to the eastern bank of the Avre
passenEl Taso, Tex. Twenty-sinorthwest of Montdidier.
and forty soldiers of the train
As on the first day of the offensive, gers
of fifty men were killed, and
material progress waB made Friday guard
soldiers and civilians wound
over the entire battle front. Many vil- seventy the northbound train on the
ed when
of
were
the
pris Mexican Central railroad was held up
bag
captured;
lages
oners was largely increased; numer- at
Consuelo, Chihuahua, fifty miles
ous guns and great quantities of war south of Chihauhua
City, Mexico, Satstores were taken and heavy casualties
urday.
were Inflicted. The losses of the An
The outrage was committed by Villa
forces are relatively small. followers under command of Martin
To the north of the Picardy theater
Lopez. The passengers left alive and
the Germans- also have given ground the bodies of the dead were stripped
on two Important sectors on the Lys of their clothing and valuables, even
salient, northwest of La Bassee, and In the women and children being forced
the region southwest of Ypres, north to disrobe.
of Kemmel.
Everything of value was taken from
On the Lys Bector territory over a the train by the bandits, who, accord
was
front of more than seven miles
ing to the passengers, rode away an
evacuated by the enemy, while to the hour before the arrival of the relief
north of Kemmel the British advanced train.
their line over a front exceeding 1,000
British Destroy Eighty German Planes
yards.
On the north the British captured
London. Destruction of eighty Ger
Morlancourt and pressed on eastward, man battle planes and the probable
while to the south, northwest of Mont- loss of forty-twothers, which are redidier, Pierrepont, Contoire and Ar- ported driven down out of control,
villers were taken by thte French, who was claimed Monday in the official
drove in their wedge to a distance of communique issued by the British
more than eight and a half miles.
The failure of thirty- air ministry.
The Americans have made another five British
to report to
aeroplanes
crossing of the Vesle and captured the their base also is noted. Destruction of
of
northwest
of
Fismette,
village
the eighty German planes occurred
Fismes.
Aug. 9 and 10. Intense air fighting has
been in progress over the battle area.
U. B. Meats for the Allies.
Washington. The June exports of Wllhelm Ousts Three Hun Generals.
beef from the United States totaled
London. Three German generals
92,173,000 pounds, of which 95 per
commanding near Montdidier
cent weit to the United Kingdom, have been cashiered for neglect of
and
Belgium. duty, according to Belgian reports reFrance, L'ngland, Italy
The monthly average of beef exports ceived in Amsterdam and transmitted
for the th.ee years preceding the war by the Exchange Telegraph Company.
was 1,066,000. Pork exports for June A large numher of soldiers were
amounted to 169,331,000 pounds, of
at St. Quentin Saturday for
which 83.5 per cent went to the four high treason. The Germans in Belallies. The average before the war gium are showing signs of great unwas 41,531,637 pounds.
easiness and the German emperor is
reported to have moved to Brussels.
Rule Limiting Beef Rescinded.
Former German Consul Interned.
on the
Washington. Restrictions
Boston. Oswald Kunhardt, a forconsumption sf beef in public eating
places, and tha voluntary restrictions mer German consul general In this
on household?; were removed by the city, was ordered interned at Fort
food administration.
Oglethorpe, Ga.
t.
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Petrograd Has 20,000 Cholera Cases,
Amsterdam. There are more than
20,000 cases of cholera in Petrograd,
according to the Fremdenblatt of
Hamburg, which reports 1,100 deaths.
The authorities, it declared, are helpless, and the disease Is spreading unchecked.

American Losses for Week 4,916.
Washington. Casualties In the army
and marine corps overseas, made public Aug. 11, aggregated 432, bringing
the total for the week to 4,916 and the
total' since American troops landed in
France to 20,112. Most of the casual
ties for the week represented losses in
front.
the fighting on the Marne-Alsn- e

Although ti.e Germans are employing fresh forces of reserves in efforts
to hold back the allied troops who are
pressing them from the region of the
Somme to the Ol.ie, the American,
British and French armies continue to
make progress.
After an extremely bitter contest,
the British and Americans have
gained a foothold in the important liton the
tle town of
northern bank of t.e Somme. A short
distance across the river to the south
the British have taken Proyart and
midway of the line have pressed on to
the east of Fourquescourt in a maneuver which has resulted in the further outflanking of Chaulnes from the
south and of Roye from the north.
On their part, the French in the
rolling country immediately north of
tho Oise river have captured Gury, a
position of great strategic value, lying southwest of Lassigny, and at several other points southward to the region of the Oise have advanced their
line further toward Noyon.
In Monday's fighting hundreds of
additional Germans were made prisoner and the enemy also lost heavily
in men killed or wounded. Unofficial
reports give the number of Germans
captured during the present offensive
as in the neighborhood of 40,000, including 1,000 officers, and 700 guns.
The Germans at last accounts were
throwing reinforcements to the eaBt
of the road running through Chaulnes,
Roye and Noyon, the passage of which
by the allies would seriously menace
all the German forces Inside the pocket formed by the Somme on the north
and east and the Oise on the south.

London, Aug. 12. Chaulnes, the important railway town in the heart of
the Somme battle front and the key to

the southern line of the German salient, has been captured by the allies.
The capture was effected by Australian and Canadian troops.
The French have driven the Germans before them for an important
gain east of Montdidier, in Picardy.
That city, which was the apex of the
German salient that has now been
wiped out, fell to the French First
army at midday Saturday.
The Germans have materially stiffened their defense against the British,
American and French troops on the
Picardy battle front, but they have
been unable to stem the tide.
The greater progress has been made
by the French from the region immediately southwest of Roye to the Oise
river. Here they have driven their
line well across the
road, and at Cambronne have reached
the road leading from Compelgne to
Noyon. Since the capture ef Montdidier the French have penetrated eastward to Tllloly, a distance of about
seven miles, and to
more than eight and a half miles, and
through the hilly region southward to
the Oise have averaged gains exceeding six miles over a front of twelve
miles.
Aviators have destroyed all the
bridges across the Somme from the region of Peronne southward, and with
lines
the enemy's communicating
either in the hands of the allies or
dominated by their guns, the retrograde movement necessarily must be
Canny-Sur-Mat-

slow.
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Otanl in Command In Siberia.
Washington. Gen. Klkuzo Otanl,
one of Japan's most distinguished soldiers, has been chosen to command
the Japanese action and will be the
ranking officer of the American and
allied expedition In Siberia.

T
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Nebraska Supreme Court Judge Dies.
Kearney, Neb. Judge Francis G.
Hamer, an associate justice of the Nebraska Supreme Court, died here following a brief illness. He waa one of
the pioneer members of the Nebraska
bar and was 75 ream old.

Russia Declares War en England.
Stockholm. The Russian govern
ment has issued a declaration that a
state of war exists between England
and Russia, according to a dispatch to
the Lokal Anieiger of Berlin, which
prints the news "with reservation."
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BAY AND URAIft MARKET.

F.

O. B Dearer, Carload Price.

Har.
BirliperI'rleea.
Colorado Upland,
ton. .Jlo.OO 17.00
Nebraaka Upland, per ton. 16.00 1.00
Prairie Hay, Colorado and
.'
15.00O1S.00
Nebraaka, per ton
17.OO0H.OO
Timothy, per ton
14.00016.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, per ton
Ig.00f30.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .17.00 18.00
6 0
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Oata, Nebraska, 100 ib., buying.. .12.80
2.80
Colorado oat, bulk, buying
8.50
Corn chop, sack selling
3.47
Corn in aack, selling
1.80
Gluten feed, sacked, Belling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lb., selling... 1.30
Floar.
Hungarian Patent,
lb., sacked 15.14
aubject to discount
Hungarian, 48 lb., sacked, subject
to discount
157
POULTRY.

d

the Entire Collection for
Their Own Use.

Dreaaed Poultry.
The
price on live poultry
are netfollowing
F .0. U. Denver:
.30 032
Turkeya, fancy d. p
25
24
Turkeya, old toma
22
20
Turkeys, choice
27
Hena, lb
30
27
Ducks, young
27
Geese
25
15

JuoBter

18

the unsuspecting tools of crafty pro- Roosters, b Live Poultry. 10 013
25
33
moters, who were duped Into permitTurkeys, 10 lb, or over
23
20
ting their names to be used as ofticers Hena
20
Ducks,
young
or members of committees, thinking DucklingB, lb
26
27
they were lending assistance and pres- Springe
20
Geeae
30
29
tige to worthy enterprises.
Broilers. 14 to 2 lbs
The investigation conducted by District Attorney Swann Involved over Eggs, graded No. Egga.
1 net, P. O.
88
300 organizations, some known as
"
B. Denver
O.
3 net.
No.
Eks.
graded
who
half
the
workers,
pocketed
30
B. Denver
donations they obtained and the others
Dutter.
as
ore
"100 per cent boys," who
known
46
1st grade, lb.
described as grafters who were not Creameries, ex.
42
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
content to accept a division of the Process
40
33
3314
the entire Packing: stock
spoils but who
collections for their own use.
Krolt.
12.00(6 3.00
Until these frauds began to be ex- Apples, Colo., box
Col., pie,
crt. 3.253.60
Cherries,
8.00
posed by the Swann Investigation, New Currants, crate, pt
1.001.65
York city was heralded by the un- Peaches, crate
4.00
8.25
box
Peara,
Bartlett,
scrupulous as a "Klondike" for char- Pears, cooking
2.252.7
The discoverers of the
ity fakers.
Ik
Vegetables.
field are said to have tipped assistants
15
12 M
Aaparagua, lb
in other American cities regarding the tteana,
12.00
navy, cwt
8.50
"hauls" they could make end a migra- Beans, pinto, cwt
16
lima, lb
Bean,
to
tion of
the
06
08
getters"
green, lb
Beans,bean
08
06
Wax
metropolis resulted.
30
Beets, Colo., do, bunches
2.50 '
Beets, new, cwt
2.60
2.25
new Colo
HE WAS IN REAL HARD LUCK Cabbage, dos.
36
bunches..... 30 4.00
Carrots,
Carrots, cwt
10
16
Ohio Man Seems to Have Had More Cauliflower, lb
60
40
Celery, homegrown, do..
50
76
Troublea Than the Average
Cucumber. H. H.. dox...
75
60ij
Lettuce, head
Person.
25
35
Dettuce, curly, dos
25
30
Unions, table, do
3.50
3.00
cwt
Union,
Marietta, O. The man whose wife Parsley, do
16
12 H
15
eloped with the conductor, his daugh- Peaa, Colo., lb
8.0U
3.65
cwt
new,
ter with the brakeman and whose boy Potatoes,
30
36
RadlBhea, long, hothouse.
swallowed the railroad ticket, all the RadiBhea,
15
.25
round
06
07
same day, has nothing on J. M. Baker, Spinach, lb
4
6
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
it Parkersburg shoemaker, sojourning
3.00
Turnips, cwt
80
here. Baker was haled Into court Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch 16
charged with drunkenness. In extenuMISCELLANEOUS MAIIKETS.
ation of his fall from the water wagon, i
Prlr Quoted (or Metal.
he said :
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concen"Judge, I'm In hard luck. I mashed
60 per cent, 120.00
22.50 per
trates,
my finger and haven't been able to unit; 25 per cent, 813.00 12.50: 10 per
3.4012.20.
work for three weeks; my wife has cent,
New York. Dead 18.05.
bad three strokes and has to be
Spelter East St. Louis delivery,
18.87 Hp 8.52
on
on
a
cataract
her
for
operated
325.62 H.
Copper
Is
bill
the
due
eye;
gas
Wednesday
Bar silver
Hc.
and the rent is due today. If you'll
Chlcaae Live Stock Quotations.
let me go I'll go right home, for I
Chicago. Hoga Top, J20.16; butch-er31.3520.1O; light, 819.60 20.16:
ought to have been there long ago."
18.4019.25; rough, $17.76
"Ten and costs," said the obdurate facklng,
118.604( 20.10; piga, good
and choice, 818.00 18.50.
Judge.
Cattle Prime steera, 817.00 18.80;
common and medium, $10.00 17.00.
Butcher stock: Cow and heifer, $7.00
14.25; cannera and cutter, $6.00
7.00; atocker and feeder, $7.5018.00;
MUSICAL THIEVES HELP
5017. 00.
calve, $16.Idaho
$18.60; net price
SELVES TO PIPE ORGAN
Sheep
lamb,
Montana wethers,
$14.60.
Price.
Chicago Grata aadNo.Pravlaloa
St Louis. Musical thieves
2 yellow, $1.82
Corn
Chicago.
stole a pipe organ from a negro
1.85; No. 8 yellow, 31.77 1.80.
3
Oata No. white, 66
68c; stande church here. Brass chandeliers,
ard. 67l68c.
wall brackets and a stove also
Rye No. 2, $1.61.56tt.
Barley 80c $1.00.
were taken.
e
.00.
Timothy $6.00
Lard $26.65.
Ribs $24.00 25.00.
STREET CAR BLOCKS ESCAPE Batter, Egg, Potatoes aad Poultry.
Chicago. Butter Creamery, 39V&9
44K&
Firsts,
Prisoner Fleeing From SherEgga
ordinary
firata. SBCSfic: at!738c;
mark, cases iniff Collides With Conveycluded, 86 37 toe
Potatoea
Minnesota. Ohlos, bulk,
ance.
2.80: do, sacks. $2.352.40: Vir- $2.26
lnia.
cobblers,
barrels, 15.15 5.60;
Wis. After escaping f
Early Ohlos, $2.00 2.25.
Sheboygan,
Poultry Fowls, 2528c;
apringa,
from the sheriff. Joseph Mlchallnek, 20c.
weight 250 pounds, might have had a
( Sagar.
clear field but for the fact that he New York.PrleCentrifugal,
(.056; cut
collided with a street car. The car loaf, 8.00: crushed, 8.75; mould A, 8.00:
XXXX
8.36:
cubos.
powdered, 7.70;
stood the shoe best, but it required
7.65; fine granulated and
the efforts of the sheriff, two police- Sowdered,A, 7.60; confectioners'
A. 7.40:
men and the sheriffs dog to get Ml- No. 1, 7.85.
challnek back to Jail, where he was
BIDES AND PELTS.
Dry mat Hide.
serving time for a minor offense.
Pound
Butcher
soc
and t flat. 28c
Fallen, all weights. No.l
Silent for 12 Years.
Bull and atag, Noa. 1 and 1 flat....le
San Francisco. Because they could Cull
and glue hides
Salted hides, 2c to 3c per lb. leas.
not talk to each other without losing
one-ha- lf
to
their tempers, Oustav Llljestrora, a de- theHorsehide
price of green salted.
a
never
and
wife
hi
spoke
signer,
Dry Pllat Pelts.
word at home (or 12 years, bnt always Wool pelts, butchers and mur44 47c
rains together
communicated with each other on pa- Short
wool pelts
394ftc
Butcher shearlings. No. 1
per. A divorce complaint filed by the No.
27joc
8 murrain shearlings
hnsband declared that his wife had Bucks, saddles and pieces of 130148
kill
htm
notes
to
25
written
pelts
threatening
Salted Hler. Ktr.
herself
under circumstances that Heavy Grm
No. 1 (over tt
cured.
her.
would Indicate he murdered
lbs.)
16014a Heavy cured. No. I (over 28
140120
Ibe)
Another Lazy Man.
No. 1
11 lee
Gamp Dodge, la. An Alabama Bulls,
No.
t
Bulls,
teiOs
"darkey" stationed here believes In let- Glue hides and aklns
1010a
Kip. No. 1
i
ting the "other fellow" do the work.
.
No.
Kip,
Too lasy to write the address on a
No. 1
15 Cl4e
e
he was sending to a friend Calf.
Calf. No. t
23Mt22Ue
bides Is per lb. leas
"down in Alahem," he wrote:
Partly cured
salted.
than
green
"John Ascheman, Hunt him up."
Greea hides 2c per lb. less tbaa
green salted.
Batted BaraebMea.
111 Shoot
St
"Scoot
1 and 3, large
$4.60
8(0
Pottsvllle, Pa. "Scoot or I'll shoot," Noa.
1
Noa.
8 00 4 It
end I, medium
commanded Mrs. Frank Esterly, soci- No
60e
Headless.
leas.
ety leader, when she was awakened by
lf
Pontes aad clue
r
rio
two masked bnrglars la her bungalow. tbelr respective slsaa.
treu aaJtea colt.
2S06S
The men scooted
"50-60-

side-track-

t.

"easy-mone-

With the American Army in France,
Aug. 12. The first American field
army has been organized. It is under
the direct command of Gen. John J.
Pershing, commander in chief of the
The corps comAmerican forces.
manders thus far announced are Maj.
Generals. Liggett, Bullard, Bundy,
Reed and Wright. The creation of the
first field army is the first step toof all the
ward the
American forces in France.

U. S. Asked to Control Packers.
Government acquisiWashington.
tion and control of the principal
cold
storage
stockyards,
plants
and warehouses and both refrig
erator and cattle cars has been recommended to the President by the federal trade commission to destroy a moTwo Killed In Ship Explosion.
Bolehevlkl Declare State of War.
nopoly which it declares Swift tt Co,
Salt Lake Street Car Fares 6c
Two men were killed Armour k Co., Morris ft Co., Wilson tt
to
Lake
Permission,
Salt
The
State
Washington.
City.
Department
Washington.
to
Intend
Germans
Ocoupy Petrograd.
received a confirmation of the declar- charge a carfare of 6cents was grant- and three Injured in a boiler explosion Co, Inc., and the Codahy Packing
London. The Germans intend to
ation of a state of war between the ed the" Utah Light and Traction Com- on the U. 8. 8. Nopatln in foreign wa- Company exercise not only over, the
Petrograd, a dispatch to the Co
Bolshevik government and "the
pany, which operates the street ear ters, it was announced by the Navy meat Industry of the country, but othpenhagen Politiken from Helsingfors
er necessary food suoplles
Department
system here.
declares.
j

Britain Recognizes Czechs as Allies.
London. The British government
has issued a declaration formally recarmies as
ognising the Czecho-Slovaan allied nation and the three Czechoslovak armies as an allied force regularly waging warfare against the central powers.

Lambs

number of prisoners taken and the allied casualties is regarded as remarkable. For instance, the casualties of
the entire allied forces were considerably fewer than the total prisoners
taken. With it is understood that this
buttle huB not been waged for the purpose of taking prisoners, the casualties inflicted on the Germans must
have reached a large figure.

American Colors Thrill French Army.
Denver. How every man in the
French army was thrilled with a new
enthusiasm when the American col
ors first were waved In the battle line
of France was related by Gen. Paul
Gerard Pau, idol of France and
veteran of the
warvand the present conflict, at a
Brown"
"Buster
Injured.
Original
luncheon given by the Civic and ComFly From England to Egypt
New York. Richard F. Outcalt, Jr., Americans Down Four Boche Planes. mercial Association to the members
London. Two royal air force offiAmerican
airmen of the French labor and Industrial
Washington.
cers, with two mechanics, have com- the original "Buster Brown," a son of
to Australia, which ar
pleted a flight from England to Egypt, the cartoonist, waa injured In an air- brought down tour enemy planes on commission
Aug. 3, the French war office reported. rived in Denver.
a distance of 2,000 miles.
plane accident in Prance.
German Who Sank Lusitanla Dead.
Commander
Lieutenant
London.
Schwleger, who commanded
which sank the Lusitanla, Is
dead. His death occurred in September, 1917, but has only just been admitted by the German admiralty, according to reports received here.

g

.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
With the British Army in France,
Aug. 13. The contrast between the

o.v.eucx

WuUra Ntwipaper Union Nm Srvlc.
DENVER MARKET.
New York. War charities fakers
Cattle.
steers, sraSMra, choice U.00 17.00
defrauded residents of New York city Fat
to
prim
0
$3,000,-00out of between $2,000,000 and
Fat steers, grasaers, good
14.60H.7I
to choice
daring the past year, according to Fat
steers, grasaers, fair U.OOOU.M
a review of evidence presented before
to good
12.00
11.00
a special grand Jury by District Attor- Heifers, prime
fat, good to choice.. 10.2511.JS
ney Swann. The statement filed with Cows,
00 ft 10 92
Cowa, fair to good
1.00$ .00
the court indicates that some of the Cowa, medium to fair
.60
7.50
cannera
more prolific grafting schemes flour- Cowa,
.75
7.00
Bulls
1J. 60
10.00
names that Veal calve
ished under
11.0013.60
to
choice...,
good
12.00
"fairly reeked" with patriotism. Not Feeder,
11.00
Feeder, fair to good
00 10.25
a few flaunted an imposing array of Stockera. good to choice...
.00
8.00
fair
to
good
prominent persons on richly engraved Blocker,
(.00
Btockers, medium to fair.. 7.60
the
for
These
persons,
stationery.
Boca.
most part, the grand Jury found, were Good
18.7519.40
hogs

Unscrupulous.
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Our Part in Feeding the Nation

HOW TO ESTIMATE

COSTjOFBUILDiriG
(Special Information Service,

GETTING

Untt4 State Department of

ALONG WITH

Agriculture.)

Outlay Averages Prom $3 to $8
Per Square Poot.

LESS SUGAR

FALSE ECONOMY

9ij

IS

COSTLY

Substantial Construction Good Investment, However Plain or Elabo.
rate the House

cfix.

May

Be.
,

Mr. William A. Radford will uuvir
run
Questions and srlva uivlr.
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, ha
la, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only enclose
three-cestamp for reply.

prrr

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
When the nest egg put In the bank
some years back by Prudence, twin
sister to Thrift, has grown to fair proportions, It's mighty pleasant to contemplate building a home of one's own.
:-t
So with pencil and paper Mr.
j
,
vgfcJ
sits down to figure out what
MMMHkMWHIIII nasjssssnssSs,",,,,-,,"he can get for his money. At length,
after much effort and with a great deal
of personal satisfaction, he views his
estimated cost for the nest that Is to
shelter Mrs. Romebuilder and all the
The Pulp Left After the Juice Has Been Extracted May Be Made Into Pattea little Homebuilders. He has kept the
estimate within the amount he can afand 8auees.
ford, so be tells his contractor to build
a house not to exceed such and such an
sirup Is reduced
cupful amount.
We'll pass over the Intervening pelor eacn cupful of honey.
The following are some of the best riod and meet Mr. Homebullder again,
when his house is completed and he
recipes used by the agents :
has been handed the bills. His house
Blackberry Jam.
is all right perfectly satisfactory, but
I pounds crushed blackberries.
pound New Orleans molasses or sor-here's the ruti It cost very much
gnum.
more than he had figured on. It's the
K pound sugar.
old story. Estimating Is quite a matPlan to Make Pruit Juices, But
Cook all together, stirring carefully
until it gives a good jelly test. Pack ter of guess work to the average perters and Pastes Without
son.
hot Into hot jars and seal.
n
A few suggestions on this subject
Use of Sugar.
Peach Jam.
will be very helpful.'
J pounds peaches.
hi cupful peach Juice.
Bear in mind that a small house
V4
teaspoonful allspice.
costs more proportionately than a large
MANY OF FRUITS ARE DRIED L1 cupful corn sirup.
one. Heating, lighting, and plumbing
cupful sugar.
2 teaspoonfuls
broken stick cinnamon.

'(:;

steam or not water be used a plant of
ample size should be Installed. It Is
said on good authority that a large
heating plant ran moderately will heat
a noma better and more economically
than a smaller beating plant running
run mast, it Is certain that from the
standpoint of economy and fire prevention one should not attempt to over
crowd tne beating apparatus.
In figuring the cost of various heat
ing equipments, a small house with
nine or ten registers for hot air beating will average $80 to 940 per register.
Steam heat will run about t45
per radiator for the small house, and
as high as $70 for the large house
with large rooms. Hot water systems
cost about 20 per cent more than
steam.
One can devote a great deal of
thought to the lighting of a building,
Economy In wiring means much,
though to have a home Inadequately
lighted la poor policy. Since modern
Ideas have suggested wall lights, base
plugs for table lights, pantry and
closet lights, etc., It is well to
ure out where you want your fixtures
and switches placed and what kind of
fixtures you need. Lighting fixtures
range widely lu cost, but It is better
to economize on fancy fixtures and In

Hotne-bulld-
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DARING CHANCES

HARRIES ANOTHER
Destiny That Separated Young
Couple in Russia Reunites
Them in America.

MODERN

ENOCH ARDEN

ad

Young Russian In United States
Army Meets Wife, Who, Believing
Him Executed in Russia,
Had Wed Again.

1

Son Francisco.

The sume destiny
Hhuvchenko
from
his seventeen-yeur-olbride, Doru. in
Russlu six years ago and led her to
believe that he had been executed for
a political crime against the czur, has
restored him to her in free America.
But now she Is the wife of Michael
Bakauoff and the mother of his
son.
Shavcheuko is In tlH United States
army, a private at Camp Fremont,
near here. And Dora Bukunoff loves
this modem Enoch Arden Just as she
loved him when they were married in

that tore Wllllum
d

three-year-o- ld

Rostov-on-Do-

,-

VOMEIICOOKAIID

THOUGHT IIIM DEADr WAR CORRESPONDENTS TAKE

i

i

imofim Pun
sure plenty of convenient lights and
switches.
Estimates on lighting are
usually figured at $4 per outlet for
electricity and from $1 to $2.80 per
outlet for gas.
An ordinary bathroom should have
three fixtures, the approximate cost of
which should total about $100. Plac
ing the cost of the kitchen sink and
laundry tray at $100 more, the cost
may be safely computed at $250 for
the ordinary home. Additional bath
rooms may be estimated at $150 plus
tne cost of extra piping.
Running
water In bedrooms is figured at so
much per fixture plus the cost of addt
tinnnl piping. The price of plumbing
fixtures vary considerably.
It will
always be found advisable to buy guar

teaspoonful cloves.
Inch ginger root.

Wants ter Child.
Mrs. Bakunon has left her present
husband and sued for the possession
of her child. She says she will ask
an annulment of her marriage to him
in 1914.
After Shavchenko bad been carried
away by the czar's troops and presumably executed his young wife came to
the United States, where she married
Bakanoff. Shortly after the birth of
their son they quarreled and the wife
left ber husband.
She obtained work In a home near
where Camp Fremont now Is, and a
few weeks ago an officer from the
camp, accompanied by a private, came
to visit at the home. The private was
Shavchenko.
"Our maid Is a Russian," said the
hostess when she learned of
nationality.
"Suppose you
talk together."
Truth Dawns Upon Them.
As they were about to be Intro
duced the eyes of the Russian couple
met and when the truth dawned upon
them thoy rushed Into each other's
arms, much to the alarm of the nnuy
officer nnd his hpstess.
Then Shavchenko told his story. He
had escaped from the Russian guard,
Shuv-chenko- 's

Amerlcan newspaper correspondents and writers In France are creating
appreciation of their daring. They have been In the front-lin- e
trenches many times and have often been caught In the enemy attacks.
Only recently Floyd Gibbons, one of the writers, was caught In an attack
and was severely wounded by flying shrapnel. A group of these men are
shown leaving press headquarters for a trip to the fighting area.
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world-wid- e

PROPER CARE IS
DUE TO MUFFLER

REMOVABLE TRAY FOR TOOLS
Imperative to Remove Danger of Blow,
out ae Soon ae Puncture Is
In Tire.

No matter how careful a car driver
may be, he Is sure to get punctures,
Purpose of Device is to Diminish and when he does he Is In Immediate
danger from blowouts. Therefore It Is
Noise of Exhaust and Permit
Imperative to eliminate this danger as
Gas to Escape.
soon as a puncture Is discovered, as
there are times when a blowout means
Injury or death to occupants of the
car.
CLOGGING SHUTS OFF POWER
In using a simple tire remedy tha
Inner wall of the case Is cleaned with
emery paper and a thin coat of cement
It Must Be Taken Apart to Clean and is placed on the surface where the
All Carbon Deposits Removed-Re- am
plug Is to bear. Let this dry five min
utes and apply another coat of cement
Out Small Holes With
File.

of Tea and Coffee la
Tie spices In cheesecloth bag and
One of Our Greatest Fault Home
cook all together until bright and clear.
Pack hot Into hot jars and seal at
Demonstration Agenti Ute
once.
Substitutes in Recipes.
"Wliy is a muffler, used on a car?"
Apple Pulp and Corn Sirup.
is a common Question anions motor
Take
one
of
from
quart
apple pulp,
Instead of letting the sugar short
ists, and they sometimes add : "What
which the Juice has been extracted for
care does it need and to what trouble
age bother her, the resourceful house'
and
cook
It
one
with
cupIs It subject?"
wife Is bending all efforts to learn the jelly making,
ful
corn
of
until
mass
the
sirup
best ways of using less sugar In her
The purpose of the muffler Is to diPack
while
hot
in
hot Jars
brightens.
minish the noise of the exhaust. The
cooking and preserving and of can and
seal
once.
at
gus escapes from the exhaust valve at
ning without it or with sugar substitutes. She is drying many of the
Grape Paste.
high pressure and the resulting noise
Add one cupful of corn sirup to two
Is disagreeable unless silenced.
fruits ; she is learning to put up fruit
It
is necessary to reduce the pressure
juices end butters and to make sirups cupfuls of grape pulp from which Juice
hus
been
extracted
for
from each explosion and to allow the Tool Box With Removable
at home from sugar beets, quinces and
Jelly making.
Tray for
gas to escape so that a great deal of
apples. She is substituting corn sirup, Cook together until the mass Is rathKeeping Your Emergency Equipment
e
er
out
then
turn
on
an
oiled
Its force is dissipated and Its disjointdry,
molusses; maple sirup, and honey for
In Perfect Order.
and place where a current of air
ed nnture completely chunked. The
sugar In her canning and general cookover
It.
will
pass
Dry for two or three
gas then passes out quietly with only When this Is dry Insert stem of patch
ing, and she Is making sugarless cana slight pulsation or throbbing!,
In the sleeve of the tool where the
dies, fruit pastes and confections. Bul- days. Cut Into squares or roll and slice.
The methods by which this Is point has been removed. Pull out the
letins telling how to carry out these Pack in glass Jars, tin boxes or paraf
containers.
methods may be had free on applicabrought about are very simple. A gns stem of the patch, at the same time
Apple paste may be made In the
tion to the United States department
pnssing nlong an ordinary pipe would pressing firmly against the inner wall.
same way.
be slowed down and spread out. This Inflate the tire, cut off patch stem
of agriculture.
inch from the surface and the
arrangement would require too long
cost little more for u lurge house anteed supplies made plainly and subSugar saving not only means cutting
r
a pipe. So baffle plates are used to tire Is as good as new. Motor
Cereals.
down on consumption, but it also
than a small one. The number and stantially. All useless ornumentation
Remnants of cereal breakfast foods proportions of the rooms have a di- should be avoided, nr: one soon tires of
make the gas turn corners and force
means preventing waste. Americans
its way through small holes In the
have allowed their fondness for sugar may often be utilized to make pala- rect relation to the cost.. Unusually such fixtures and the decorative feato Increase to the point where it has table dishes, to thicken soups or other lurge rooms or many small ones are tures usually do not resist hard servplates. In some mufflers the gas en- IN INSERTING
INNER TUBES
ters an expansion chamber. AH this
passed extravagance and become ac foods, and In similar ways. Small to be avoided. Larye rooms mean ex- ice.
It
so
time
is
heat
contract
and
of tea quantities of cooked cereal left over tra large lengths of timber ; small ones
tual waste.
losing
Doors snd Windows Costly.
Take Care That You Give Bridge Nut
and coffee is one of our great faults, from a meal can be molded In cups mean extra partitions.
ing and thus It slows down more and
It Is also bet
The price per door or window should
at Base of Valve Tightening
more. The final effect is, as stated, to
More than this, too often a good part and reheated for later use by setting ter to have a few large, convenient prevent the home builder from
requestTwist With Pliers.
have
the
mufIssue
from
the
closets
of the sugar Is not dissolved and Is the cups in boiling water. Another
than many small ones.
gas
ing additional openings except where
In
a
fler
to
manner.
economize cereal mushes Is to
left in the bottom of the cup to be way
steady, quiet
It Is very advisable. Doors cost from
Estimating the Cost
Many cases of tire trouble are duo
Leave Muffler Alone.
thrown away. Every housewife should add hot water to any mush left over
The approximate estimate of cost $10 upward, and every window from
to the fact that the tube has
simply
The care of the muffler Is to leave not
enforce the rule of "one teaspoonful so as to make It very thin. It can may be obtained by computing the cost $3 to $15.
Screens, blinds, shades.
been properly Inserted. The first
It alone until it becomes clogged.
to the cupful or none at all." The then easily be added to a new supply. per square foot or the cost per cubic storm windows and doors all Increase
It
to do when putting In a tube
does Its work without any attention thing
children as well as the grownups must The practice of frying the
of foot. The cost of a moderate sized the cost. Any opening additional to
Rushed Into Each Other's Arms.
is to give the bridge nut at the base
and requires nothing from the driver. of
be willing to do without some of the boiled hominy or of cornmeal mush frame building ranges from $3 to $5 per the architect's preliminary plans Is
the valve stem above the metal
fled through Austria and eventually The only time we think of It Is when
sweet things they want and every one Is as old as the settlement of this square foot or 10 to 18 cents per cubic usually figured at $10 or more.
a tightening twist with a pair
we wish to find out if the engine Is plate
'
must be satisfied with much smaller country, and the nursery song about foot. If the architect's (.ketches show
In everything, the home builder reached America.
"Not until I had shaken the dust of missing explosions. Then we cut out of pliers. When the tube is Inside
amounts of sweetening in general the "bag pudding the queen did make" a width of L'O feet and length of 40 should aim for substantial construc
the casing. Jar the tire a few times
from King Arthur's barley meal shows
tion. Flimsy houses are a poor In Europe did I dare write to you," he the muffler and listen to the sound of to seat It firmly. After the tire Is
cooking.
the exhaust. Do this cautiously on the
No matter how plain the told his wife. "Only when I learned
Serve fresh fruits without sugar In us that for centuries other cereal pudvestment.
mounted and fully inflated, fasten sehouse or how elegant. It should not be that they could not take me from road, as there are laws against It In curely the rim nut, which works
stead of sweet puddings; have salads dings have been treated In the same
America
a
for
did
I
offense
localities.
the
r
of
If
sound
many
the
political
often In place of desserts; nse sweet way. In oatmeal oysters,
false
Is
marted by
It
economy.
far
around the valve stem above the rim.
better to economize on Interior trim write home. And always the answer exhaust Is not sufficiently loud It may Care in
dried fruits like dates, raisins or figs cereal Is dipped In eggs and crumbs
fitting the tube will save
r
than on clapboards, building paper, came: 'We do not know where she be Increased by retarding the spark many a
rice and other
with the breakfast cereals, or a little and fried.
pinch and flat later on.
is.'"
nnd
the
throttle
croopening
way.
cereals
In
double
are
used
part
floors, shingles, etc.
sheathing,
commonly
sirup In place of sugar. Use cake
"Thank God that he put you In The sound of each cylinder will then
Painting is another thing where to
sparingly and make It from recipes quettes and puddings.
InIs
to
Invite future repair this one camp out of the many and re brought out distinctly and any CAUSE OF BAD COMPRESSION
spare expense
that call for molasses or sirups
bills. By all means build "for keeps." brought you back to me!" wept Dora. weakness will be noticed immediately.
Fruits for Children.
stead of frosting spread It with a
The strain on the bank account may be
Clogging Only Trouble.
Fruits should be served In some
little Jam, fruit butter, or paste.
Proper Amount of Clearance Neces.
About the only trouble to which the
somewhat more than you planned to MAN ROBS HIS BENEFACTOR
form to children at least once a day.
sary to Permit Valvee to Seat
Canning Without Sugar.
Is
muffler
Is
have
It
stand but the avoidance of ex
that It becomes
subject
In Proper Manner.
Fruits canned without sugar keep Fruit Juices and the pulp of cooked
soot.
with
This may be caused
tra heating expense, extra repairs. When
clogged
htHflMerUN
Pocket-boo- k
perfectly but will not have the fine fruit baked apples and pears, and
Returns
He
Steale
Sight
too
a
rich
In
mixture from the carbu
the years to come will be
etc.,
by
An obscure engine difficulty somecolor and flavor which they wonld stewed prunes are safest. Whether
of Woman Who Bereter. Indicated by black smoke from times occurs that Is manifested by a
feet, the number of square feet can source of
liave if packed In sirup. They are very the skins should be given depends partHim.
friended
the
exhaust, or It may be caused by oil reduction of compression when the
good, however, when used In salads, ly on the age and health of the child be obtained by multiplying the length
World's Greatest CataraeL
the width. On a basis of $3 to $5
working up on top of the pistons, glv cylinders are hot although they may
desserts, pie fillings, ices and In fruit and partly on the way the fruit Is pre- by
Y.
N.
Clinton
Albany,
Townley,
What Is set down as the greatest cat
lng the bluish white smoke character- be known to be tight when the parts
punches. Fruit Juices take no sugar pared. If the skins are very tender, the house would cost anywhere
twenty-onof this city, became blind istic
of too much lubricant Another are cold. This is caused by the expanand their uses are Just as varied dur- they are not likely to cause trouble, from $3,120 to $9,700. The dif- aract in the world la on the Iguasu when In the navy. He
was
sent
home
cause Is where the carbon has been sion of the valve stems during the
price Is due to interior river, which partly separates Braatl on a
ing the winter months as are the except with very young children. ference In and
woman
and
blind
a
here.
furlough
loose from the cylinders, but
The precipice over
finish, the number of and Argentina.
fruits put up unsweetened. In this When apples and pears are baked the equipment
warming up process. Unless a proper
Mrs. Tbeekla C Beck, befriended blm scraped
allowed to fall on the piston. This Is amount of clearance is allowed bewindows, porches, and ornamental which the river plunges Is 210 feet and
'way, the juices are kept available for tiklns can be made tender by frequent work.
blm
Instructions
in
gave
her
carried Into the muffler, and so helps tween the ends of the stems and the
If we esfmate the height high, that of Niagara being 167 feet
g
at a future time when basting.
of the house at 30 feet from the bot- The cataract is 13,123 feet wide, or borne to enable him to earn his living. to clog. In order to clean It It must tappets this may be enough to
prevent
augar may be more plentiful.
His
to
until
be
began
Improve
be taken apart and all the carbon de- the valves from
Hr ft tr it & irir ir "fa "to "Ct "Ct ft tom of the cellar to a little over the about two and a half times as wide as wss sight
seating properly.
Many home demonstration agents
able to see ber pocketbook. He
w
the
Is
roof
which
.
to
is
100.000.of
done
estimated
allow
removed.
the
small
If
are
It
holes
Niagara.
top
that
posits
have already substituted sirups sucWHY SUGAR IS SHORT.
for the overhang of porches, eaves. 000 tons of water pass over Niagara took It He has pleaded guilty to the cioged wlth goot they must be reamed
cessfully for sugar In their recipes for
MAKING
ana
SEALING WAX PAINT
d
out with a
file or bearDay windows- - we find the con in an hour. A like estimate gives the theft
There Is a greater shortage of
canning and preserving. Very satisto be 81,200 cubic feet
tents
At falls of Iguazu 140,000,000 tons.
ing scraper! The parts are then reas
both the sugar-can- e
factory results may be secured If when
and sugar-bee- t
Saw "Ghosts," Quit Work.
the minimum price of 10 cents, the
sembled carefully and replaced on the
Compound Driea Fairly
one pound of sugar Is called for In a
crops than was expected
cost would be $3,120 and at 19 cents.
Tetre Haute, Ind. An entire day's car.
Safety Matches Cause of Disease.
Quickly and le Favorable for Use
of a pound of corn
In the early part of the season.
recipe
"Four writers In turn," says the production of coal was lost at Jackson
$5,616.
It Is easy to tell If the muffler Is
on Terminals.
d
of a pound
alrup Is used and
At no time since the beginning
The cost of building may be boost Ugeskrlft for Laeger, Copenhagen, "de- Hill mine No. 4, near Shelburn. the clogged where there Is a
Run
of sugar. Where sorghum and cane
norwar
of the
has there been a
ed by excessive ornamentation and It scribe cases of eczema which they were other day because two workmen on the the machine up a fairly steep hill. If
Melt small pieces of sealing wax tn
mal output of sugar because of
sirups are used without first clarifymay be kept down by skimping. Either unable' to explain In the otherwise previous afternoon thought they saw the car speeds up with the cut-oalcohol. The wax should be covered
will
be
the
the
product
ing
sirups
the devastation of foreign sugar-bepolicy Is bad. The woodwork of any healthy patients until they learned of ghosts In the mine. The men bsd open It shows that the muffler is with liquid and be left for a day or
darker. These straps, also, Impart a
fields. There has been a
home should be kept in harmony with Rasch's experience with local poison- been working alone In one of the clogged.
A
silencer two, when It will be found to have
flavor which destroys the natural fruit
serious loss of sugar at sea due
the character and purpose of the ing of the skin from the nse of a cer- shafts when suddenly, according to should not cut down the power of the become about the consistency of varflavor, so the addition of spices to the
to the submarine warfare. The
house. This refers especially to col tain brand of safety matches. In most their story, they saw a shadow In one engine more than 3 per cent This dif- nish. When this compound Is applied
recipes Is sometimes advisable. Honey
government requires a generous
umns, porches, dormer windows, cor- of the patients the burn was on tne of the shafts. Later they beard some ference will hardly be noticeable on an as paint It dries fairly quickly and Is
has been used successfully with chernices and Interior trim. With hard thighs corresponding to the trousers one shout
supply to meet the needs of the
The men ran out and ordinary hill. So the fact that the car add proof, which makes it favorable
ries and peaches; In such cases the
men in the service.
wood trim In fast favor It la the usual pockets in which they carried the passed the word to the other miners. slows down would indicate back pres- for use on terminals,
connecting bars
amount of liquid called for In the
The miners refused to go to work.
sure due to clogging.
thing to use hardwood throughout the match boxes."
and other battery fittings.
first floor. Appropriate woods are oak,
New Fake Appears.
ash, or birch. Soft woods among which
Fighting Tegs.
Play In Throttle.
Keep Chalk In Tool Kit.
There will be little time on the farm are
San Frsndsco. An Ingenious holdWhen It Is necessary to move the
cypress, chestnut, whltewood, pine
Tm wearing a last year's suit"
Don't leave tire chalk out of your
this year to listen to agents.
and cedar all make nice finishes. Hard"That's patriotic. Ton are helping up man. representing himself to be a throttle more than the usual amount tool kit Some of It should be shaken
woods should never be painted or to win the war."
federal officer, has been stopping to get any response from the carbure- Into the shoe every time you change
Dont forget that corn can be cul- enameled.
"I hope so. But so many fellows are youths on the streets of San Frsndsco tor the trouble may be due to excess tubes.
tivated much mors easily and sucDouble floors are a necessity If the being given brand new suits
Undo. and after demanding to see their draft play In the linkage from the steering
cessfully before It Is planted and be--, bouse Is to be easily bested. Plenty Sam I feel as if I ought to Joinbydie
pro registration cards and exemption cer- post bottom to the carburetor butterfly
Dont Run Engine.
closed
all
and
all
comes
Keep
gaps fore it
gates
through the ground than of building paper should also be pro- cession and get one
tificates has been levying a fee of S3 lever.
Bir
Don't keep your engine racing and
myself."
save
will
It
Is possible afterwards.
steps.
up.
vided. To skimp In these particulars mingham
for entering the record In bis books.
banging away when you are waiting
Is poor economy, for bonding for
To Avoid Speed Disputes.
for traffic to move.
The cabbage worm is one of those warmth
Sanitary conditions are essential on
means a big saving In many
New
Educational Idea.
A new automobile attachment makes
SS f er a Klea.
every farm. The farmer who falls to persistent pests that comes early and
For teaching ch 11 Iran to read mora
years' fuel bills.
Make Inspection of Car.
Long Beach, CaL Five dollars per
permanent record of the speed of
keep his premises clean and free from stays late. Its work can be stopped
Generous provision should be made rapidly a Boston man has Invented a kiss and Ave per bug Is the charge im- the car during the entire
Inspect oil level in engine, amount
trip for the
contagious diseases Is hindering the by spraying the plants with a tobacco to keep the house warm enough In any machine which displays but a
single posed by lodge Carl T. Hawkins upon purpose of preventing speed disputes of water in radiator, and tire pressure)
and soapsuds eolation. .
ajcocress of the community.
weather condition. Whether hot air, line of printed matter at a tins.
with authorities.
spooneis in the Lsag Beach parka.
every time out
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rise in the river early
A
last Thursday morning, resulted in
damage to six cribs on the dam,
which is estimated will cost $1,000 to
repair- This is practically the first
high water in the river this season.
Fort Sumner Leader.
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If ., K. 32 E., containing
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are no improvements on this tract.
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Ne bid on the above described tract
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
at
he is dead. He has "gone west." To
land will be accepted for lea
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STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
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have "gone west" is to have joined
SALE
Dollar
LAND
(15.00)
PUBLIC
per acre, whlck I tb apDONA
ANA
Receiver
Frank Staplin,
the host of heroes, martyrs, brave
praised value thereof, aad i aedirtea tfcrtk-lthe successful bidder
pay Im tb
UNION COUNTY '
spirits who have given their lives in Geaaral Paving
improvement that exist a tb bum,
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cause.
Freedom's
what
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45
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every
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second-clasplan
New
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Santa
Public
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at
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matter at the post office
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Office
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Eacb of the above described tracts wtn.
The cabbage crop of the Mesilla
Anyone who inquires at the offices progressive city needs. The chamber
Ltads,
be elfcrtd tor sals aepantdy.
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
marketed
of Wilhelm Randolph Hearst today of commerce of Albuquerque has valley
all been
has
Notice is hereby given that pursusnt to
will be told he has "gone west." Li- wisely provided the plan in deciding and amounted to about 450 tons of
Lot 2, Sec. 2; T.
the provisions of sn Act of Congress ap- - R.Sal33 N. IMS
and figuratively, the state- to lay out a program embracing the the vegetable, bringing to the farm- r.rnvrtl
E., containing- - 39.77 acre. There aw
June 20th, 1910, the laws of toe no
H5
year terally
U
Subscription
improvements on this tract. No
Mr. Hearst is paving of the entire city. Dust fiim ers of the valley the nice sum of State of New Mexico, and rales and reg- on
ment will be truetract of land wan
ulations of the State Land Office the be the abovetordescribed
110.00
seeking to get as far away from dirt roads blows over the paved por- $20,000. This year the crop was sold Commissioner
than
less
sent.
accepted
per
Lands will offer
Also Mr. tions and the wash of rain makes through the commission house if at public sal ofto Public
New York as possible.
SANTA FE. N. M, AUGUST U, 191.
the highest bidder at
The above sale of band will be
blast
Hearst is dead politically dead.
them muddy, and the upkeep of a Crombie & Coi, El Paso, which 0 o'clock A. If., on Friday, November fth,
to
Miiowia
terms
the town of Clayton, County of vis: ine
Mr. Hearst is the most consistent partly paved and a partly dirt sys- concern has won a reputation in the 1918, in State
of
in
New
of
front
Mexico,
He always tem is disproportionate to the re- valley for square dealing at all times. Union,
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politician in America.
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the court nouse therein, the following desThe successful bidder must pay to
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Fifty-wigmillion dollar of tilver For Joy was caught by Pirate Pain to representatives and statesmen with Let the good work go on. J. M.
"
f
i1 "nf sllrlsssisi
'"I,
ing were killed at the crossing over money in Thrift Stamps and turns
toe tsatiiri, Fenaen, Wssslt MrnHanV
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have boon withdrawn Hope struck upon a hidden reef
their everlasting howl for equal sufTreasurer.
Southern Pacific tracks last Fri- them into W. S.
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aaac
WJC t I sat swai
wan
wnaea,
spiis
front circulation and destroyed a the And Love took fire and floundered frage during these strenuous times
Stamps as soon as
WmtlMlt,
day night when an east bound fruit possible. Other boys
should follow
Over m which they war
cnrd
of war. would be a guard house
fast
Judge Noble hooked a fine of $25 express struck the car. Two other this
Tucumcari
wa ancltod down. . Tho Treamry Mid overwhelming tea of grief.
Osr Al i Mllnag Cs attl sat law f
sentence, with a goodly supply of each on four men for engaging in soldiers who were riding in the car News. splendid example
Barnc wul waswjvt mat ataa as i
till hold 42MW.Mw ilwr dollar,
khaki yarn and gfvefi orders to either a pokei game Wednesday. Clovis were badly injured, but their, retastllat
laaal (nils, takaat
Newt.
gainst which $3MJM,wW in ailver Faith came at last, ttormbeat and work or ttarve Socorro Chieftain.
is expected by the surgeons
covery
Now
torn
or outstanding.
ROOSEVELT
the base hospital where they were
at
Federal reserve hash note of tho She recompensed me all my lost
If thote
have a bate on The Carpenter's Union at Clovis rushed immediately after the acciatbuttons of $1 and 92 aro
at a cargo safe the brought
thit tide they'd better ttick close to voted alt. itt meeting last Friday dent.
The Santa Fe is placing new 85
A crown, linked to a frost.
fa hi si to repute th ttvwr
it and not try to tteal home. Nash- night to purchase $100 worth of War
Walter G. McClure. the driver of pound rails from a point 3 miles
BOSTON IDEAS. ville Southern Lumberman.
wfthdratra.
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the automobile,
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VWJd, See. 14; T. M S., E. IS W., coataia-la- g
22,41141
acroa, of which 20,547.34 acre
were selected for lb Seat Fe aad Great
Ce ty Railroad Bond Fund. The improve-meat- s
consist of well, tanks aad Jeaciag,
value $10,000.00,

TATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

i

PUBLIC LAND SALE

9: AO of Section K. 17: ZH. Sec. B of the Stat Lead Office of taw Stat of
EK, Sec 19; All of Sectiona 20, 39: EM, new Mexico, this Wth day of July, 1911.
SWW. See. 30; All of Section 31, 33: T
21 ST. E. i W
4.
ROBT. P. EBVIEN,
All of Seetiong X.
5, ; Nyi, SEJ4, Sec 9; SWM. Sec 14; All
Commissioner of Public Land
of Sections li. 16; SEJ4, Sec. 21; All of
Stat of New. Mexico.
aecuon
v, jn; x. a a K. a w.. containPublicatloa July 19, 1911.
ing 24,640.43 acres, of which 7,047.69 acres First
Last
PnMicatioa
September 37, 1911,
were selected lor tne Santa Fe aad Oram
1
The improve
county Kail road Bond Fund.
meat consist of
TATE OP NEW MEXICO
No bid oa the above described tract win
be accepted for baa thaa THREE DOLNOTICE FOE PUBLICATION
LARS Oim per acre, which ia the
value thereof, and in addition thereto
PUBLIC LAND I ALE
tne successiui Didder must pay lor taa Improvements that exist on the land.
TORRANCE COUNTY

the date of the coatract and to provide
for the payment of any napaid balaac at
the expiration at thirty year from the
dale of the contract with interest on deferred psyments at the rat of four per cent
per annum payabb ia advance on the anniversary of the data of the contract, partial payments to be credited oa the anniversary of the date of the contract next
following taa date of tender.

tlal payments to be credited oa the an- Slat of New Mexico, If
a
niversary of the data of the coatract Beat bidder docs not
thirty davs after Itrjtkaa I
following the data of leader.
Ms by the Stat
Land Office, sand aaa-trata provide that the pnrrhsssr any
The above aale of bad will be subject
to valid existing right, easemcats, right-of-waat hi aftioa make payment of awt ha
aad reservations.
thaa
of aiaty-w- v
par aaat
ol the purchase price at any tie
after
The Commiasioner of Public Lands or bis the aab aad prior to the exmratiow of
Irom the date of. that ana-traagewt holding each sale reserve the right thirty pear
to reject anv and all blda offered al aaid
aad to provide for the payment of
aale.
any napaid balaac at th tamifati'ra as
thirty year from th data of the coaPoaaessioa aader contract of die for the tract with interest aa dearrvael asimiali
will be given oa at taa rata of soar per aaat gar aausam
shove described tract
f
signing of the coatract,
payabb ia advance oa the anaivcraary
the dais of th coatract, partial nayasexos
Witness my hand and the official seal to be credited oa lb anniversary
of tan
of the State Land Office of the Stat
of data of the coatract neat Inlfewiaue aha
New Mexico, thi
10th day of July, 1918. date of tender.

M bid oa the above described tracts will
be accepted for lea than THREE DOLLARS 01.00) per aero, which i
the apMet . of tkt Coasaaisaloatr .1 PaMIe praised value thereof, aad in addition thereto
the aacccailul bidder must pay for the imThe above aal of land will be aubirct
provements that exist oa the land.
to valid exuting rignt, essemrals, right.
Santa Ft, Nn Maria
of way, aad reservations.
All of Sec 16; T. 19 S..
Sab Na. UN
Notice U lereby give that parsaaat to E, 9 W., containing 640.00 acrea. The im- The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
fencing, value $408.35.
ooait
aeent holdinc anch sale reservee the right
of
o!
aa
Act
S'ovemeat the aboveofdeacribed
tat provision
Congre,
of land
to reject any aad all bid offered at laid
el the will be accepted for less thaatract
Jnae Sib, 1910; tht
$10.00 per
saw.
Sab Na. U4t
WK. SEX. SMNEfcl. Sec
late of Ncv Mexico tad the rule aad sere.
Office of Ik
Commissioner of Public
560.00
36; T. 23 S., E. 9 W.. containing
Possession under contract of ntle for the
Land,
regulations of the State Land Office, the
Each of the above described tracts will acrea.
mere arc net improvement on this
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Santa Pe, New Mexico. above described tract will be given on
The above aab of bad will be subject
will offer he offered for aab
of Public Land
Ctwnmissioner
no Did on the above described
tract.
separately.
ol the contract.
to valid existing right, easemcats, right
signing
Commissioner of Public Land
at public sale to the higheat bidder at
of
land
will
tract
be accepted for leaa than
Is hereby gives that puraaant to
Notice
of
of
New
Mexico.
State
way aa dreaervatioaa.
a o'clock P. at., oa Friday, October 18, 1918, The above sale of land will be subject $10.00
per acre
Witness nt hand and the official aeal
the provisions of an Act of Congress, apia the town of Silver City, County of to rue following terms and conditions, via.:
Firat Pnblicatioa July 19, 1918.
June
1910, the lawa of the of the State Land Office of the State of
20th,
Th
proved
Commiawoaer of Public r La ads or
New
in
front
of
of
State
Mexico,
Each of the above described tract
Qraat,
will State of New Mexico and the rules and New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918. Last Publication September 27. 1918.
hi ageat holding such sale reserves the
taa aoart nonae inerein, toe louowiaa; ue
for the Santa be offered for sale separately.
Except for land selected
to
regulations, of the State Land Office, the
right
reject any aad all bid offered
tract. 01 hu, u.i
Pe aad Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
SOBT. P. EEVIEN.
will offer
Commiasioner of Public Land
at aaid aale
bidder must pay to the
the socceeaful
The above aale of land will be subject
Commissioner of Public Lands
public aale to the hicheat bidder at
MEXICO
STATE
OF
NEW
Sale No. 12.
EKNW!i. NKX.SW!d. Commissioner of Public Lands or hi agent to the following terms nd condition, via.: 9at o'clock
A. M
oa Wednesday, October
State of New Mexico.
Possession under contract
of aab for
MrUSEM. Sec. 35; T. 17 S , R. 11 W.. SWX holding auch aale, onetwentieth of the
23rd, 1918, in the town of
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
the above described tract
County
will be givea
Publication July 19, 1911.
Sec. 1; SUSWU, Sec. 4; price offered by him for the land, four
Except for land aelected for the Santa of Torrance. State of New Estancia,
mS, NWXSEX,
Mexico, in front Firat
on
before
or
1919.
1911.
October
balPublication
Last
1st,
37,
Fe
intereat
ia
for
cent
the
Grant
and
advance
5!
See.
Railroad
Bond
Sec.
September
"WHNVm.
per
Fund, of the court
jiSEM,
County
therein, the following
PUBLIC LAND SALE
KWU. WKSU.EXE,
Sec. 9: NEXNEi. Sec. aace oi sacn purcnaae price, tee lor ad- the aucceasful bidder must nav to the oescrioed tract house
ol land, vn.t
Witness my hand aad the official seal
1. la a.. K. ll w., containing aov.w vertising and appraisement and all costs Commiasioner of Public Lands or hi agent
of the State Land Office of the State of
aale
CURRY COUNTY
the
each
incidental to
and all holding such sale,
herein,
of the
ta, of whichFe(00.00 acrea were aelected
Sale No. 127
S'.NEt'. 5WUSWU EM
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
New Mexico, thi
twentieth day of July,
and brant i4unty ttail- - of said amounts must be depoaited in cash price offered by him for the land, four SWJ, SE'4, Sec. 9; All of Sec. lb; Etf
the Santa
Office of the Commissioner of Public 1918.
The improvement con' or certified exchange at the time of sale per cent interest in advance for the bal- ii
swd Bond fund.
nec. it
cv. arc.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
nwianc. ncia.
and which said aroounta and all of them ance of such purchaae price, fees for
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
ana of fencing, value $300.00.
Lands,
20; All of Sectiona
21, 28; ?.',, Sec. 29;
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
and appraiaetnent and all cost SWH, Sec. 30; N4, Sec 31; Ntf, EtfSWX,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Commissioner of Public Lands of th
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Mexico, if the successful bidder does incidental to the sale herein, each an 1 all NWjilSWX.
91. Nn. 1251 SWMSWK. See. 17: SWX New execute
of New Mexico,
SEX, Sec. 33; T. 5 N., R. 11
a contract within thirtv days of said amounta muat be deposited in cash
is
Notice
that pursuant to first Publication JulyState
NWXSWX, Sec aat
hereby
given
SEX, Sec. 18; WXNWX,.
I
4VH.uo
acres.
he improve
26, 1918.
c,
containing
COUNTY
FE
SANTA
to
mailed
13
him
has
been
200.00
tne
after
K.
it
or
17
by
exchsne-certified
the
of
an
of
2
Act
of
sale
at
the
time
S.,
T.
apW., 'containing
Congress,
provisions
of
mehts
1918.
Last
consist
Publication
windmill,
October
well,
tank,
4,
proved June 20th, 1910, the law of the
aerea, of which iw.w acrea were selected State Land Office, aaid contract hi to pro- and which aaid amounts and all of them
and fencing, value $3009:00.
vide that the purchaaer may at
Office of the Commissioner of Public State of New Mexico and the rule
and
option are subject to forfeiture to the State of
Mr the anta Fe and Oram launty KaiJ-roaof
a
to
the
date
the
and
contract
New
improve-BMBtbidder
if
auccessful
does
Land
Mexico,
the
Bond Fund.
There are no
provider
Office, the
regulations of the State
S'A. See. 35: T. 5 N.. R. Lands,
Sal No. U7a
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
maxe paymenia oi not leas man
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Commissioner of Public Landa will offer
not execute a contract within thirty days 13 E containine- 320.00 acres.
oa thia tract,
There are
to the expiration of thirty year from after it has been mailed to him
at public aale to the higheat bidder at
by the no improvements on thi tract.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State Land Office, aaid contract to proNo. IBl
EviNEtf. EKNWU. Sec.
Notice is hereby given that purauant to 9 o'clock A. M., on Monday, September
U
No bid on the above described tracts will vide that the purchaaer may at his option
of Congrees, ap- - 30th, 1918, in the town of Clovia, County
24
T. 17 S., R. 14 W., containing 160.00
SEUSWla. SF.U. Sec. the proviaions of an Act the
Sab No. 1177
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
laws of the of Curry, State of New Mexico, in front
June 20th, 110,
paymenta of not less than
ami uiaiu chase price at anye time after the sale and make
awaca, kkcicu lur mc aanis
34; SWJ, Sec. 35; T. 9 N., R. 7 E.. con- - S roved
of ninetv-fivner rent of the nnr- - taininir
of New Mexico and the rules snd of the court house therein, the following
tate
The im- thirtieth ot ninety-livper cent ol tne pur
3A0.00
nbjoaty Railroad Bond Fund.
The
acres.
improvements
the
for
of
balance
the
and
the
of
chase
Land
aale
described
unpaid
at.
State
time
after
tracts
the
of
MCKINLEY
Office,
any
$75.00.
of
value
viz.:
COUNTY
cooiist
price
at
any
lent,
payment
fencing,
provements
consist ol house, barn, and frncinn. vulue regulaticns
mc Mpiiwiiun oi imrir year imm iuc prior to me expiration oi tnirty yeara irom $585.00.
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer
NX. Sec. 33; SWXNWX. date of the contract with interest on defer- - the date of the contract ami to provide
at public sale to the highest bidder at
ol
office
Sab No. 12SS
the
Commissioner
of Public
7
No. 122
All
T.
Sec.
Sale
16,
of
N.,
10
A. M., on Mondav, September R. 36 E.,
Sm. 34; T. 17 S., K. II W , containing red paymenta at the rate of four per cent for the payment of anv unoaid balance at
Sale - No. 1271
EViW',, SWtfSWtf, 30th,o'clock
containing Wfl 0 acres. The im
Lius,
' K
1918, in the town of Santa Fe. Coun
per annum pavable in advance on the an.- the expiration of thirty years from the .See.
369.00 acrea.
There are no improvement
Tlh.
w
SWUKWI1
of
Mexico.
Santa
.I...I.M
Fe,
consiat
hoime,
well,
haru,
oi tne contract, par- date ot the contract with interest on defer-- ;
i 5- b li r - All l i....lA; ty of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, in provements
oa thia tract.
niversary oi tne date
fcncinrfi cultivation, value $4,000.00.
tial payment to be credited on the an- - red paymenta at the rate of four per cent c,, 2.
f- c aininiT
ice is hereby given tlint pursuant to
Nt
i
of land, viz.:
on the an-l,KHSEM. Sec. 17; SEX
Sab No. 12S4
.in '
??' ""numoi,P"Tal,'!
Sale No. 13
All f Sec. 36, T. 7 N., it. b provisions of an Act of Congress apimprovements consist of "fnf lowing deserihed tracta
i
me aale oi ine contract, par- - ln(r value 3100
"s
'.mum.
NWX '""""'-- I
00
MBX, Sec. 20; NEXNEX, SN
nivcraary
proved June 20th, 1910, the laws of ibe
The imrreiliteH on the an.
tial
In h
SWX. Sec. 23; T. 11 N., R. 34 K.( containing ofWli.0 aeres.
Sab No. UM
WX, NXSEX. Sec. 21; T. 17 S., R. 13 W7,
house, shed, corrals, State of New Mexico, imd rrles snd reguthe Santa niversary of the date of the contract next
The im- provements consist
for the FeThe sale of land selected for Bond
No bid on the above described tracts will R. 9 E., containing 160.00 acres.
lations of the State Lain! tii ioe, the Comcontaining 440.00 acrea, selected
and
I
well,
windmill,
tank,
and
Grant
Railroad
plowing,
ncing
$100.00.
value
following the date of tender.
County
Smnta Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
provements consist ol fencing,
be accepted
for less than THREE DOLmissioner of Public Lands will olfer at
value $1859.50.
ill oe suhject to the attnve terms an-- l
Puad. The improvements consist of house conditions
sale
to the high' ,t bidder at
The Sale of land selected for the Sants LARS ($3 00) per acre, which is the appublic
Sec.
the
bidder
that
successful
No.
KM
Sale
SVISEX,
except
SF.XSWX,
aad fencing, value $150.00.
value
9 o'clock
in
end
addition
thereto
A. .1., on Tuesilay, NoveTclier
thereof,
Fe
and
Bond
Fund
praised
Grant
Railroad
14
in
S
County
cash or certified exchange at will
Sale No. 124
must pay
c. 12: T.
N':SJ- X,
All t.f Sec. 16, T. 3 N.,
ti
1;
NEXSWX,
imthe
for
successful
in the town of Gallup, Couity
must
bidder
the
lylK,
be
pay
'th,
to the above terms and
of
of
time
subject
the
the
1 lie
8
n.
sale,
e:
K.
Sec.
aeres.
PJWX.
purchase
coritiutiinif
(Hii.dj
im
S'MSWIJ..
N.,
Sec.
3:
No. 12SS
NX
Sal
c,
f
SEX.
S'A,
Mrkinlev, Sti.te of .V"
conditions except that the successful bidder provements that exist on the land.
in
Mexico,
Sec. 7: T. 14 provenents consist m house, corrals, well,
SWJl, SWXNEX, NW'XSEX.
Sec. 5; price offered by him for the land, four must
Sec. 4; Lot 1, NEKSEJ4,
SWX,
of the courl holme ttier- n, the fol-- i
pay in cash or certified exchange at
per cent interest in advance for the balance the time
tnks, lencing. granaiy .inu plowing, value il'int
Sale No. 1271 A.
All of Sec. 16; T. 5 N.. R. .9 E.. containing- 937.10 acres. Tin
li S., R. 11 W., containiniron W'..7n acres. of
t.
of the purchase
of aale,
iiiii? described tracts of lanu, viz.:
reand
be
such
will
reand
of
$4,975.00.
consist
purchase
price
fencing
this tract.
There are no improvements
ottered by him tor l he land, tour N., R. 14 E containing of640.00 acres. The improvements
quired to execute a contract providing for price cent
value servoir, value $1074.00.
fencing,
interest in advance for the balance improvements consist
Sale No. t2rl
All of Seem .1 36, T. 13
per
No bid on the above described tracts will
M0O.00.
Sec. 6; NEX the payment inof the bnlance of auch purNo bid on the above described
Sab No. 115
N EX. Sec. 28;
reSEgSEX,
of
such
and
will
be
12M
Nn.
Sale
EliNWX.
N., K. 16 W., comaininK 640.ii acres. Th-r- e
purchase
instalprice
annual
chase
price
thirty equal
tract of land will be accepted for leaa than T 16 N. R. 9 E.. containine 240110 acres. be aecepted for less than Tr... DOL- are
NEX. Sec. 7; T. 18 S., R. 13 W., containno imp .uiu ills on ilu.- - traet. There
ments with interest on all deferred nav- - quired to execute a contract providing for $10.(1)
LARS
an80.00
which
(tlO.00)
tli.i
Fe
for
selected
ner
the
acres
Santa
sere,
acre.
is
per
ing
B. M. of timber on this
..re 3,217.500
The improvements consist of fencitiK, value
menta at the rate of four
cent per the payment of the balance of auch pur
mma Grant
praised value therrof, and in addition t'lereto- tl iet, valued ft.,
County Railroad Bond Fund. annum in advance, paymenta per
$J94.0U.
at $4,826.25.
and intereat chase pnee in 'thirty equal annual inatal-ment- s
the successful bidder must pav for the imSale No. 127
There are no improvements on this tract.
Nj4, SEX, NMSWX, SF.X
with interest on all deferred pay
due on October first, of esch year.
.12;
Sec.
14
ft.
land.
the
on
No.
Sec.
121
32; T. 3 N.,
F.'iNKX.
Sab
Syi provrtnents that exist
E., containmenta at the rate of four per cent per SW54.
The successful bidder will lie reauired
acres.
Sec. 6; NWX,
There are no improve-tnent- a NWX, Sec. 33; T. 16 N R. 9 K., containing
Sale No. 12S7
SJ4SW
The above sale of land will be suhlect annum in auvance, payments and interest ing 600.00
Each of the above described tracts will J
on this tract.
No bid on the above 160.00 acrea. The improvements consist of
iy in cah or crrtified exchange at
NKSW,, Sec. 7; SW, Sec. 18; T. 19 S., to valid extstinit rights, easements, rights-of-wa- due on October first, of each year.
the time of sale, the total
mount bid
be offered for s.ilc separately.
described tract of land will be accepted well and fencing, value $530.00.
E. 13 W., EJ4SES4, Sec. 12; T. 19 S., R.
and
reaervationa.
lor the land, and he will also be required
The above sale of land will be subject for less than $10.00 per acre.
Id W., containing 614.44 acres of which
will
described
above
on
bid
No
the
to
fur
trpets
,
the
above
tl.c
at
timber
valid
pay
rights-of-waystated
The
above
to
sale
of
be
will
land
existing rights, easements,
9144 acres were selected for the Santa
subject
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
accepted for less than THREE DOL- to the following terms snd conditions, via.: value.
and reservations.
Each of the above described tracts will be
Pe and Grant County Railroarl Bond Fund.
LARS (W.00) per acre, which is the apholding such sale reserves the right
be
offered
for
sale
,
The improvements consiat of fencing, value agent
Separately.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
to reject anv and all bids offered at said
Sale No. 1300
All of Sec. 36, T. 13 N ,
praised value thereof, and in addition theseto
The successful bidder must pay to the
M9.00.
aale.
15 w
agent holding such sale reserves the right
pay lor ine inl vuiniiiii.iuiiTi oi , uune
111
The above sale of land will be subject i the successiui ninoer must
containing . 6.O.0U aeres. The
ins agnii K.
land.
to
said
bids
on
and
all
offered
the
at
that
. .u., .....
exist
reject
any
Pavements
'
to
the following terms and conditions, vis.:
buvii aaie, onciwemiein
oi ine
Sal No. 12SS
iiuiuiuK
NWJ4, Sec. 30; T..19 S,
Possession under contract of aale for the sale.
tal'iis. well, pumping plant, leucine,
clear
E. 14 W., containing 163.53, acres selected
price offered by him for the land, four
above described tracts will be given on
will
and aran- plowiiiK.
described
in
above
hog
cellar,
for
cent
interest
Each
of
ing,
Iracta
the
house,
The
the
advance
Par the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail
successful
bidder
per
must
to
the
pav
....... I, .
Possession under contract of sale for the
(
r... i... ..i ary, value WOO.
of Public Lands or his agent be offered for sale separately.
There are no improve-aetat- signing of the contract.
road Bond Fund.
above described tracts will be given on Commissioner
of the
oa thi tract.
holding such sale,
ifiewl-nl- ,,!
Witness my hand and the official seal signing of the contract.
No bid On the UOOVC described tracts of
,!
In I k
....I .11
price offered by him for the land, four
The above sale of land will be subject of sai l amounts
C
ri
c
on. T to c of the State Land Office of the State of
S.L. ai- must be deposited in' cash !'''"' ,"'!' be accepted for less than THREE
balfor
cent
interest
in
advance
the
per
to the following terms and conditions, vis. : or
New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918.
Witness my hand and the official aeal ance of such
MILLARS
($3,001
nt
sal
certified
Inn
per acre, winch is the
at
the
ad14
320.00
aelected
fees
acrea
for
W., containing
purchase price,
of the Slate Land Office of the Slate of
and which said amounts and all of them
l'piaicd value thereof and in addition
sor ine aanta re ana irani county nan
vertising and appraisement and all costs
New Mexico, ihis 10th day of July, 1918. incidental
ROBT. P. ERVTEN,
The successful bidder must pay to tho.l arc ,uhjtct to ithi,ure t o the State br "lercio me successiui Hinder must pay lor
to the aale herein, each and all
sssad Bond Fund.
There are no improve'
Commissioner of Public Lands
of said amounts must be deposited in cash Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent New Mexico, if the successful hi lder does ihc improvements that exist on the land.
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PRISON CAMP O'BRIEN WATCHES LAST FIGHT AND

A

FATAL FALL OF HIS CHUM, PAUL RANEY.

XJLI.f5I-2-B.I..!LE...t,-

7
Synopsis. I'll t O'lSrlon, ti resilient of Monienco, III., nfter seeing
1 H J.
service In t
AmiTlnin flying corps nil t lias Mexican border
joins tin- liiliish Ko.vnl Hying ccups In Cnimiln, nml niter a brief train-Iperiod Is Kent to Kninee. He is assigned to a squadron in active
service on Hie front. He engages iM several hot fights with (ierinan
ernes victorious. Finally, in a fight with four
flyers, from which lie
iei innn Myers, O'ltrieli is shot down. Me fulls 8.IKHJ feet anil,
escaping
death hy a inlriiele, iiwnkcs to find himself a prisoner iu a German
In
a
lioli
liullet
his nioutli.
hospital, with
f
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Continued.
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Prs. Combinations,

Night Shirt.
Towels.

Pr. Shorts.

going on, tlie officers were usually as
brave as lions the next day and spoke
contemptuously of Uw raid of the
ulght before.
I saw thousands of soldiers In Courtral, and although they did not Impress me as having very good or abau-dafood, they were fairly well
clothed. I do not mean to Imply that
conditions pointed to an early end of
the war. On the contrary, from what
I was able to observe 00 that point,
unless f)ie Huns hnve an absolute crop
failure they enn. In my opinion, go on
for years I The idea of our being able
to win the war by starving them out
strikes me us ridiculous' This Is a
war that must be won by fighting, and
the sooner we realize that fuct the
sooner It will be over.
Itlsing hour in the prison wns seven
o'clock. Ureukfust came at eight This
consisted of a cup of coffee and nothing else. If the prisoner had the foresight to save some bread from the previous day, he hnd bread for breakfast
also, but thut never happened in my
case. Sometimes we hud two cups of

1?

that is,
For lunch they gave us

coffee,

nenr-coffe-

boiled sugar
beets or some other vegetable, and
once In a while some kind of pickled
meat, but that happened very seldom.
We also received a third of a loaf of
bread wur bread. This war bread
was as heavy ns a brick, black and
sour. It was supposed to lost us from
noon one duy to noon the next. Except for some soup, this was the whole
lunch menu.
Dinner come nt 5 :30 p. m when we
sometimes had a little jnm made out
of sugar beets, and a preparation
canea tea, which you hnd to shake vig
orously or It settled In the bottom of
the cup, and then about all you had
was hot water. This "tea" was a sad
blow to the Englishmen. If it hadn't
been called tea they wouldn't have felt
so badly about It. perhaps, but It was
aaaing insult to Injury to call that
stuff "tea," which with them Is almost
a national Institution.
Sometimes with this meal thev cave
us Dutter instead of Jam. and once In
a while we hud some kind of canned
meat.
This comprised the usual run of eat-ables for the duy I can ent more than
that for breakfast! In the days that
were to come I learned that I was to
fare considerably worse.
We were allowed to send out and
buy a few things, but as most of the
prisoners were without funds this was
but an empty privilege. Once I took
advantage of the privilege to send my
shoes to a Belgian Shoemaker to be
They charged me 20
marks $51
Once In a while a Belgian Ladies'
Belief society visited the prison and
brought us handkerchiefs, American
soap which sells nt about $1.50 a
Dar in Belgium toothbrushes
and
other little articles, all of which were
American made, but whether they
were supplied by the American re
lief committee or not I don't know.
At nny rate, these gifts were mighty
userui iinu were very much appre
ciated.
One day I offered a button off mv
uniform to one of these Belgian ladles
a souvenir, but a German guard
saw me and 1 was never allowed to
go near the visitors afterwards.
The sanitary conditions In this
prison ciimp were excellent as a gen
eral proposition. One night, however.
discovered that I had been can- tured by "cooties."
This was a novel experience to me
and one that I would have been very
wuung to nave missed, because In
the flying corps our airdromes are a
number of miles back of the lines and
we have good billets and our acoualnt- nnce with such things ns "cooties" and
other unwelcome visitors is very

made a holler and roused the guard.
and right then I got another example
or German efficiency.
This guard seemed to be even mora
perturbed about my complaint than
myself, evidently fearing that be would
he blamed for my condition.
The commandant was summoned
and I could see that be was very angry. Someone undoubtedly got a se
vere reprimand for it
1 was taken out of my cell by a
guard with a rifle and conducted about
a quarter of a mile from the prison
to an old factory building which had
been converted Into an elaborate fuuil
guuug piant xnere 1 was tflven a
pickle bath In some kind of solution,
and while I was absorbing It my
clothes, bed clothes and whatever else
had been In my cell was being put
through another fumigating process.
While I was waiting for my things
to dry it took perhaps half an hour
I hod a chance to observe about one
hundred other victims of "cooties"
German soldiers who bad become In
fested in the trenches. We were all
nude, of course, but apparently It was
not difficult for them to recognize me
as a foreigner even without my uniform on, for none of them made any
attempt to talk to me, although they
were very busy talking about me. I
could not understand what they were
saying, but I knew I was the butt of
most of their Jokes and they made no
effort to conceal the fact that I was
the subject of conversation.
When I got back to my cell I found
that It had been thoroughly fumigated,
and from that time on I bad no further
trouble with "cooties" or other visitors of the same kind.
As we were not allowed to write
anything but prison cards, writing was
out of the question ; and as we had no
reading matter to speak of, reading
was nil. We had nothing to do to
pass away the time, so consequently
cards became our only diversion, for
we did, fortunately,
have some of
these.
There wasn't very much money as a
rule in circulation, and I think for once
In my life I held most of that, not due
to any particular ability on my part
In the gume, but I happened to have
several hundred francs In my pockets
when shot down. But we held a lottery that was watched without quite
such Intense Interest ns that. The
drawing was always held the day before
to lenrn who was the lucky man. There
was as much speculation as to who
would win the prize as If It had been
the finest treasure in the world. The
of a loaf of
great prize was
bread. Through some arrangement.
which I never quite figured out. It
happened that among the eight or ten
officers who were there with me, there
was always
of a loaf of
bread over. 'There was Just one wny
of getting that bread, and that was to
draw lots. Consequently that was what
started the lottery. I believe If a man
had ever been Inclined to cheat he
would have been sorely tempted in this
Instance, but the game wns pluyed absolutely square, und if a man had been
caught cheating the chances are thnt
he would have been shunned by the
rest of the officers as long as he was
In prison. I wus fortunate enough to
win the prize twice.
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day he lost went
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311 aut.
gain." And yet lie was considered an
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GLF.C.
excellent soldier. I concluded, howof the scout's life when
choly
phase
ever, that he must have been a Ger- an
told me there wus a beautiman socialist, though lie wver told me ful orderly
battle
on in the ulr, and lie
so. On one occasion
asked ti ill for volunteeredgoing
to help im; outside the
his name but be said that I would
CflBnandlng No. SS Squadron,
hospital that 1 might witness it, and
Royal Flying Corps.
probably never see him again and It I readily
his
assistance.
accepted
didn't matter what bis mime was. I
That
I
afternoon
saw one of the
dlil ii t know whether he meant that
the Hermans would starve me out, or gamest lights I ever expect to witness.
There were six of our machines
Just what was on his mind, for at that
time I am sure be did not figure on against perhaps sixteen Huns. From
dying. The llrst two or three days tbi' type of the Itritsh machines I knew
I was In the
hospital I tl ght surely that they might possibly be from my
be would be up and gone long before own aerodrome. Two of our machines Photograph of Official Memorandum, Giving an Inventory of the Personal
had been apparently
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I was, but blood
Belongings of Lieutenant O'Brien, Which Were Turned Over to Lieu
poisoning set In
tenant Raney When O'Brien Was Reported Missing on August 17, 1917,
about that time, and just a few hours six of the 11ns 11111I were bearing the
brunt of the tight. The contest seemed
before I left for Court nil he died.
when I smiled and shook my head, they could speak all languages.
One of
One of those days, while my wound to me to lie so uiieuual that victory for did not insist
them wus a mere boy who had been
upon an answer,
our
men
was
be
to
of.
was still very troublesome, I was
hardly
thought
one
In
born
It
over
"I'll drop
," declared
Jersey City, N. J., and had
given an apple; whether it was just to and yet at one time they so completely of them, miming my airdrome, which spent all his life
In America until
torment me. knowing that I could not oiitiiuineuvered the Huns that
reveuled to me that their flying corps the
of 1914. Then he moved
eat it, or whether for some other rea- thought their superior skiil might save Is as efficient 11s other branches of the withbeginning
his folks to Germany, and when
son, I do not know. lint anyway a tlie day for them, despite the fact that service in tlie matter of obtaining valu- he became of
military age the Huns
eriuiiii Hying officer there had several they were so hopelessly outnumbered. able Information.
forced him Into the army. I think if
One thing I was sure of: they would
In bis pockets mid
a
me
one.
nice
gave'
And right here I want to say that the the truth were known he would much
Of course there was no ( hnnre of my never give In.
more I came to know of the enemy, the rather have been fighting for America
Of course, It would have been n com
eating it, so when the olliier had gone
more keenly I realized what a difficult tnan against her.
mid I discovered this San Francisco paratively simple mailer for our men,
I found that most of the
to have to lick him.
task we're
prisoners
fellow looking at it rather longingly, when they saw bow things were going In all my going
subsequent experiences, the remained at Courtral only two or
I picked it up, Intending to toss it against them, to have turned their
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of
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fact
there
fight
that
From
there
heap
days.
they were in'
over to him. I'.ut lie shook his head noses down, landed behind the tier iu the Huns still wus thoroughly
variably taken to prisons In the Inte
and said. "If this was San Francisco man lines and given themselves up us brought homo to me. We sliull Witt rior of
Germany.
I would take It, but I cannot take It prisoners, but that is not the way of
the war eventually, if we don't slow
Whether It was because I was an
from you here." I was never able to the It. F. (.'.
too soon, In the mistaken bleu that American or because I wns a
up
flyer, I
A battle of this kind seldom lasts
understand just why he refused the
the Huns are ready to He down.
don't know, but tills rule wns not foltipple, for be was usually sociable and many minutes, although every second
The Hying otlieers who questioned lowed In my case. I remained there
seems like an hour to those who par- me were
a good fellow to talk to, but apparAs he was traveling with oth.
extremely anxious to find out two weeks.
ently he could not forget that I was ticipate in It, and even onlookers suf all they could about the purt America
er
this
conCourtral
prisoners toward a prison
wns
During
period
more
his enemy. However, that did not stop fer
thrills in the course of the Is going to
piny In the war, but they stantly bombed by our airmen. Not a
camp in the heart of Germany,
one of the orderlies from eating the struggle than they would ordinarily
to
came
conclusion
the
that single day or night pnssed without one
O'Brien conceived the Idea of
evidently
experience in a lifetime. It Is uppnr- America hadn't taken me very deeply or
apple.
more nir raids. In the two weeks
leaping through the car window
One practice about the hospital Im- ent even to a novice that the loser's into her confidence,
from
the I was there I counted 21 of them. The
in a desperate attempt to gain
judging
That was, fate is death.
pressed me particularly.
information they got, or failed to get, town suffered a great (leal of
his liberty. There was one
damage.
If a
Of course, the Germans around the from me.
!crman soldier did not stand
chance in a thousand that he
Evidently our people were aware that
much chance of r ivering sullleiently hospital were till watching and rooting
At ony rate, they gave me up ns a the Germans had a lot of
would escape death or retroops conto take his place again In the war, the for their comrades, but the Kngllsh, bud job, and I was
ordered to the offi centrated in this town and besides the
O'Brien took the
capture.
doctors did not exert themselves to see too, had one sympathizer in that group cers'
chance. Read about this thrillprison at Courtral, Belgium.
headquarters stuff wns stationed there.
that he got well, But If n man had who made no effort to stifle his admiraThe kaiser himself visited Courtral
ing exploit in the next install,
a fairly good chance of recovering anil tion for the bravery his countrymeu
CHAPTER V.
ment
while I was in the prison, I was told by
he
tie
some
were
furof
they thought
might
displaying.
one of the Interpreters, but he didn't
When I discovered my condition, I
ther useyvorythlng that medical skill
The cud came suddenly. Four maThe Prison Camp at Courtral.
cnll on me, and for obvious reasons I
could possibly do was done for blin. chines crashed to earth almost simulFrom the intelligence department I couldn't cull on him.
I don't know whether this was done
taneously. It was nn even break two was conveyed to tlie officers prison
The courtyard was not a very poputinder orders or whether the doctors of theirs and two of ours. The others
camp ut Courtral in nn automobile. It
W02254
just followed their own liicllnutloiui apparently returned to their respective was about an hour's ride. My escort lar place during air raids. Several
times when our airmen raided thut
la such cases.
lines.
wns one of the most famous flyers In section In
the day time I went out and
Sly teeth hail been badly Jarred up
The wound In my mouth made It Im- the world, barring none. He wns later watched the
machines and the shrapfrom the shot, and I hoped that I might possible for me to speak, hut by means killed in action, but I was told
nn
by
nel bursting all around; but the Ger
have a chance to have lliein fixed of
pencil and paper I requested one Kngllsh niriiinn who witnessed his last mans did not crowd out
there, for their
when I reached Coiirtriii. the prison of the German otlieers to find out
for combat, that he fought a game bnttle own antiaircraft guns were hammerwhere I was to lie taken. So I asked me who the Kngllsh otlieers were who and died a hero's death.
ing away to keep our planes ns high
the doctor If It would be possible for had been shot down.
The prison, which had evidently In the sky as possible, and shells were
me to have this work done there, but
A little Hiter he returned and handed
teen n civil prison of some kind before likely to fall in the
prison yard any
he very curtly told me that, although me
In the heart moment. Of course I watched these
photograph taken from the
the war, was located
there were several dentists at four- - of one of the victims. It was a body if Courtral. The firstright
we op- - battles at
picture
building
own
risk.
my
nights
tral,.they were busy enough fixing the of I'liul Itiuiey of Toronto, nil myself,
was large and in front of from my prison windowMany
I. watched
teeth of their own men without both taken together! I'oor Itaney ! He was
the nrchwny, which formed the main with peculiar Interest the air raids
ering about mine. He also added that the best friend I had and one of the ntrance, wns a sentry box. Here we carried
on, and it was a wonderful
' would not have to worry about my best nml gamest men who ever
fought were challenged by the sentry, who sight with the German searchlights Facsimile of the Check Given to Lieutenant O'Brien as a Joke by Lieutenant
nun i wouioni lie getting no In r ranee.
Dickson When They Were Fellow Prisoners at Courtral.
knocked on the door; the guard turned playing on the sky, the
"flaming on
much food that they woi;!! np put out
It was he, I learned long after, who, the key in the lock and I was admit- ions" fired
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
high and the burst of the
of coi
issioii by working overtime. I when I wus
reported missing, had ted. We pnssed through the archway antlulrcraft guns, but rather an un
wanted to tell him that from the wny checked over all my belongings and and
directly Into a courtyard, on which comfortable sensation when I realized NEW HONOR ACCORDED DAVID present time the Instrumental
body has
iiilngs looked he would not he wear- sent them back, to Knglund with
faced nil of the prison buildings, the that perhaps the very next minute a
existed In many forms bands comhis
out
soon
either.
ing
very
signed memorandum which Is now In windows, of course, being heavily bomb might be
on the building
of
dropped
posed
entirely
Be
bagpipes, orchestras
Called
Jlv coinlUMii improved during the my possession. I'oor fellow, he little barred. After I had given my pedigree in
Might with Entire Propriety
which I was a prisoner. But per
composed entirely of string Instruthe First Bandmaster Recorded
next two days, and on the fourth day realized then that hut a day or two
my name, age, address, etc. I was haps all of this was better than no
bands
ments,
of
oboe
In History.
of my captivity I was well enough to later he would be engaged in his last shown to a cell with bars on the win'
players, bands
excitement at all, for prison life soon
entirely of brass, bands of brass and
write n brief message to my squad- heroic buttle with me a helpless on dows overlooking this courtyard.
became
monotonous.
bands
very
of
trumpets, bands
David might well be called the first
ron, reporting that I was prisoner of looker I
was promptly told that at night we
of bugles, bands of drums, and all
'One of the hardest things I had to bandmaster mentioned In history, f
war and "fee ing tine," although, ns
1 he same German
officer
who were to occupy these rooms, but I had endure
sorts
of
two
combinations
the
weeks
have been marl
throughout
he was the first orchestral organizer
matter of fact, I was never so de- brought me the photograph also drew already surveyed the surroundings,
spent there was the sight of the Hun of which we have any record. His Dy man.
pressed In my life. I realized, how- a map for me of the exact
where taken account of the number of guards machines
over
Courtral, know band numbered two hundred, fourflying
ever, that If the message reached my Itaney was burled In Flanders.
I and the locked door outside, and con
ing that perhaps I never would have score and eight and he thus led the
The Female of the 8pecles."
comrades it would be relayed to my guarded It carefully all through my eluded that my chances of
getting
to
chance
'another
fly, and I used to sit first body of players.
"I could never think of marrying,"
He no doubt
mother in Mo nee. III., and I did not subsequent adventures
and finally away from some other place could be
hour
by the
watching the German ma possessed a knowledge of tnstrumen said old Prince G
want to worry her more than was ab- turned It over to his father and mother no worse than In that
"for I know
particular cell.
chines maneuvering over the prison, tatlon and
r
effect for he what my fate would be. Every Rus
solutely necessary. It
As I had no hat, my helmet being the as
enough for when I visited them In Toronto to perthey had an airdrome not far away
his subjects to special
her to know th;;? I was a prisoner. She form tlie hurdest and saddest duty I
sian lives unaer nis wife's sllnner"
only thing I had worn over the lines, and every afternoon the students or assigns
did not have to know that I was huve ever been called upon to execute I was
Barring an occasional outburst of
compelled either to go bare- I took them for students because their
The fourth Psalm, "Hear me when terrible Asiatic temper on the part of
wounded.
to confirm to them In person the headed or wear the red cap of the
flying was very poor appeared over I call, O God of my righteousness,
I had hopes that my message would tidings of poor Paul's death.
paierramuias
usually soon, and conBavarian whom I had shot down on the town. One certain Hun
seemed to he directs to be played by his chief tritely repented of this Is a fact Thm
he carried over the lines and dropped
The other British pilot who fell was that memorable day. It can be Im find
In flying
satisfaction
woman
particular
was
of
the
who
a
Russian
is always the strongmusician,
player
hy one of the German Hying otlieers. also from my squadron and a man
agined how I looked attired In a Brit
down over the prison nightly, for
and the sackbut Psalm fifth, er. She has a vitality and energy
That is a courtesy which is usually knew well Lieutenant Keith of Aus ish uniform and a bright red cap. right
harp
my special discomfort and benefit. It "Give ear to my words, O Lord," he which the men seem unable to
practiced on both sides. I recalled tralia. I had given him a picture of Wherever I was taken my outfit
cope
as If he knew an airman Im assigns to the chief musician, who with. The stories of TschalkovskVa
.liow patiently we had waited in our myself only a few hours before I start' aroused considerable curiosity among seemed,
was vainly longing to was the solo flutist of his band. erratic marriage and terrific
there
prisoned
flight-l- ike
airdrome for news of our men mho had ed on my own disastrous flight. He the Belgians and German soldiers.
again over their lines. Psalm sixth, "O Lord, rebuke me not
the aversion, founded on some
fulled to return, and I rould picture was one of the star pilots of our squad When I arrived at prison that day I try his wings
But I used to console myself by say in thine anger," the chief musician tmng uxe rear, er
my squadron seuliitlng on my fate. ron and hud been In many a desperate still wore this cap, and as I was taken
strindberg for worn-e-n
"Never mind, old boy, there was or soloist on the
(Strindberg being a type of 8weda
string instrument
That Is one of the saddest things battle before, but this time the odds Into the courtyard, my overcoat cover- Ing:
never a bird whose wings could not who had a virtuoso's
regard for ex that shows many Russian proclivities,
collected with service in the It. F. C were too great for him. He put op a ing my uniform, all that the British be
clipped If they get him just right, pression. Is called upon to perform. even as much Russian blood has percoYou don't care much what happens to wonderful fight and he gave as much officers, who happened to be
sunning and your tarn will come some day."
lated into certain parts of Sweden)
and so on through the Psalms.
you, hut the constant casualties among as he took.
themselves In the courtyard, could see
One night there was an exceptionDavid without question had In his receive many explanatory commenyour friends are very depressing.
The next two days passed without was the red cap. They afterwards told
on.
raid
A num- band all of the component parts of taries, if one has known
ally heavy air
going
You go out with your -- flight" and Incident and I was then taken to
something of
the me they wondered who the "bag Hun" ber of German officers came into my the modern orchestra
strings, wood the more Intimate aspect of Russian
(ret Into a muss. You get scattered, Intelligence department of the German was with the bandage on his mouth.
and when your formation Is broken op flying corps, which was located about This cap I managed to keep with me, room, and they all seemed very much winds, brass and percussion. At the existence. A. G. Talfree, In the
I Jokingly remarked that dedication of Solomon's temple, David
you finally wing your way home alone. an hour from the hospital. There I was but was never allowed to wear It on frightened.
It would be fine If our airmen hit the and all the house of David "played
Perhaps you are the first to land. kept two days, during which time they the walks we took. I either went bare old
prison the percentage would be before the Lord with all manner of
Hard to Locate.
Soon another machine shows In the put a thousand and one questions to headed or borrowed a cap from some
very satisfactory one English officer, Instruments made of fir wood, and
"Borrowing from Peter to bar Pan!
sky. then another, and yoa patiently me. While I was there I turned over other prisoner.
and about ten German ones. They with harps and with psaltrles with Is bad business," said air. Dubwalta.
wait for the resit to appear. Within an to them tb message I bad written In
At certain boors each day the pris
seem to appreciate the Joke, trlmbels, castanets, cornets and cymSo It Is." replied the Impecunious
hour, perhaps, all have shown op save the hospital and asked them to have oners were allowed to mingle In the didn't
one. and yoa begin to speculate and one of their flyers drop It on oar side courtyard, and on the first occasion of however, and. Indeed, they were ap- bals, and the sound of the trumpet citizen. "In my case I find It exceptoo much alarmed at what was heard In the land even as It la tionally bad business."
"And wfcw
Wonder what has happened to him.
of the line.
this kind I found that there were 11 parently
was going on overhead to laugh even heard today." Popular as a composer should It be worse for you than
Has he lost his wayT Has he landed
me
asked
officers
I
besides
there
where
myImprisoned
would
They
like to
at their own Jokes. Although these and popular as a conductor, David was anybody elser "I have the dickens for
of
at smiie tber air Ircme? Did the hare It dropped, thinking perhaps I self.
night raids seem to take all the starch certainly to be envied.
ante nnaing reter.
Hnn gvt 1.1ml
worJd (ire my airdrome away, but
They had here interpreters who out of the Germans while the are
From these Biblical days to the
IV
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WAR DEVELOPING

OUR ROADS

One of Most Important Benefits will
Be Distribution of Farm Products

by Motors.

"One of the most Important benefits
of the war to America is going to be
the development of transportation of
farm products to markets by means of
motor trucks," remarked B. C. Watts
fit St. Louis, highway engineer, while
in Washington the other day. "If any.
one had told us five years ago that motor vehicles would be utilized for mov.
Ing products and machinery ns they
have been used In the last twelve
months, he would have been thought
crazy,, yet Charles Schwab, the new
head of the fleet corporation. Is giv
ing a practical demonstration of how
to do things by transferring a large
part of his office equipment to Philadelphia by motor trucks. .The highways of the country have been taken
over by the people for hauling goods
which could pot be hauled during the
period of congestion by the railroads.
In the whole history of transportation
the highway has been the patient
drudge, but suddenly the motor truck
has come to the front and supplied for
the roads what the steam engines sup
ply for the railways, and this has
brought about many new conditions.
which will develop Into many other
new and marvelous results.
'To my mind, the most Important
will be the distribution of farm prod
ucts by means of motor vehicles. We
know that the farmers have always relied upon the railroads for the movement of their products long distances.

one-thir- d

12

m:

pic

Mane

,

Loading Eggs Into Motor Trucks.
For the short haul, of course, they utilized the wagon and In later years the
automobile. But for hauling any great
quantity of products they relied entirely on the railroads. The employment of the motor truck has demonstrated Its practicality, and hereafter
when things become normal we shall
see thousands of great motor vehicles
hauling farm products to market It
Is going to result, moreover, In a wonderful Improvement of the roads all
through this country."
INCREASED

VALUE OF FARMS

Motorcar Opena Every Acre of Ground
and Brings It Nearer Center
of Population.
The railroad opened up a few roads,
but the motorcar opens every acre of
ground and brings It nearer the centers
of population.
The products the
motorcar Increased those values still
more by marketing them quicker.
While the telephone put the farm in
communication with the city the motorcar does that and more It puts the
farmer and his family in physical and
mental communication with the markets and the social life of the city.
SOLUTION

OF ROAD PROBLEM

Highway Is Best Wherever Traffic Will Warrant
Expense.
Roads must be built to suit the environment both physical and flnan-da- L
Earth roads are the only ones
some communities can afford, while
other sections may require gravel er
broken stone surfaces. But wherever
the traffic will warrant the expense, an
economically designed and carefully
constructed
highway la
the only satisfactory solution of the
road problem.
Hard-Surface- d

Nee-ssa-

hard-surfac-

Plan Comprehensively.
To be efficiently done, road and
street building must be planned comprehensively and under the careffB direction of one whose knowledge Is
based on both years of careful thought
and practical exnerience.
Highways In Mexico.
The government of Mexico has committed Itself to the policy of constructing at the earliest possible tun a system of modem highways that shall
connect all the principal dues and
parts of the country.
Dally Water Supply for Cow.
The average milk cow requires near
ly ten gallons of water day, and more
s
than
of that must come as
drink and the balance from water In
the feed. With such a large consumption of water, there's no need to add
more to the milk.
two-third-

Separator Not Complex.
The separator Is not a very complex
machine, yet It offers lodging places
for the bacteria which coatajminata
saia and produce fermentation or
soorlns and undesirable flavors.
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RED CROSS LEAGUE OF LOVE

Give Your Boy
a Chance

O

By EDWIN MARKHAM
of the vrgilantes.
woven
League of Kindness,
lands,

You bring Love's

bands;

In

all

KITCHEN
CABINET

Lesson
D.
(By Rev. P. B. FITZWATER.
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)

Above all flags you lift tbe conquering
sign.
And hold, Invincible, Love's battle line.

Br EDWIN P. BOWERS, M. D.
o Tht YlgOantu

THE

SMrSdOL

tender mercies In your

(Copyright, 1918, by Wwtera

g
of Kindness, In your
bands,
you weave a chain that reaches to God's

Paris Achieves Lovely Afternoon Gowns

Newwpipgr tTnlnn.)

O League

Capt. Arthur U. Samuels of the surgeon general's department told me an
Interesting story the other day.
It seems that once upon a time, long
before the Mullah of the Hohenzollerns
went mad and slathered up the world
there lived a panhandler who was
than
even more useless and
the average bum of his species.
This panhandler was practically Illiterate, totally Intemperate and utterly hopeless In the Job of being a man.
One One day, while laboring under
the uncorrelatlng Influences of a "hong-over- "
from a large evening the night
before, this poor derelict was shaken
from his precarious perch on the brake
beam of a "freight."
When the trackmen picked him up,
he was minus a left hand also a right
band and arm.
Something occurred while he was In
the hospital, something that brought
obout a rebirth In this tramp worth
possibly a dollar and a half a day from
his neck down, and nothing from his
cbin to his scalp.
Anatomically he was decidedly curtailedspiritually he had grown great.
For, provided with artlflclal hands,
this reborn man started out to make
something useful and creditable of
himself. He sold papers, and became
He hewed out an education, climbing slowly and painfully
up from the pit of Ignorance he had
settled Into by gravitation.
One position after another he conquered like the ancient Pistol, who
vociferously Insisted that "the world
was his oyster."
Finally our hero he was a hero by
this time, although he himself never
suspected It qualified for a college
course, took his B. A., studied law,
hung out his shingle, and rapidly became one of the. leading authorities on
Incorporation law In his section. He
terested himself In politics, and developed an enviable sphere of influence
In his party.
Raised
Family.
Oh, yes and he married a sweet
Southern girl, and has two beautiful
children. And they all lived happily
ever after.
It's a splendid and Inspiring thing
this regeneration of n man this
growth of a soul. It kind of "gets you"
with a little catch In the throat. 1
tell the story as Captain Samuels told
It to me, because some of the boys we
are sending overseas will return disabled each year of the fighting. Many
if these will be crippled In arms, legs
or eyes. They'll need, first of all, a
spiritual stiffening In their sptnal col-
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Through

hands;

And where blind guns are plotting tor
the grave,
fours are the lips that cheer, the arms
that save.

LESSON

of Kindness, In your flag we
see
A foregleam of the brotherhood to be
In ages when the agonies are done,
When all will love and all will lift as
one.
O League

Ephesians
I.

By HAMLIN GARLAND
's
to do) we may come to Doctor
wny of thinking and cut out
the raising of pigs altogether. He estimates that It takes nearly ten pounds
of corn to make a pound of pork, and
that when we get the pork we are
worse off than If we had none. This,
I suspect, Is true, for I, under orders
of my doctor, have had no pork of any
kind for three years.
Kellogg Is an extreme vegetarian, of
course, and his statements must be
read in the light of that fact And
yet he has logic on his side. Why
continue to feed the most vltul food
of the human race to droves of animals whose flesh Is admitted to be unwholesome to many people and without
which all of us would be better off?
Another curious reflection comes In
when discussing the raising of any
kind of flesh food. How much of the
corn or outs goes to supply energy for
exercise on the part of the animal?
Every time a pig or steer takes a
trot or a gallop around the yard a
considerable amount of food Is used
up In a muscular action. This sounds
like a Joke, but it isn't, it Is a serious observation on the part of vegetarians.
The Germans, with their usual efficiency, have taken these matters In
hand. They hove decreased the number of pigs not only to save food, hut
to preserve a certain balance In the
ration. We may yet come to Kellogg's
point of view and begin the reduction of pork raising to save corn,
retaining only enough pigs to act as
scavengers of the kitchen refuse.
This much we can do, we can feed
our hogs with core. I wonder how
many Western farmers still feed their
pigs as they used to do by throwing
the corn Into the pen? At that time,
with corn at 15 cents a bushel, It didn't
matter how much was trampled Into the
mire, but now the case Is different. We
are careful to clean our own plates,
and yet I am not sure that the farmers
are making their cattle feed go as far
as It might by careful rationing. Animals used to be overfed on our farms.
Are they being scientifically fed now?
Corn and wheat can win this war,
and when the final choice Is made pigs
must go, cotton and wool be reduced
in amount, and cattle be raised without
exercise and In the most economical

Then they'll need some kind of vocational
they'll need to
know, even though handicapped by the
loss of members, how to do the thing
bnt-tt- e
they did before they went over to
for a cause as high and noble as
Ever enlisted the lance of a Bnynrd or
a Galahad.
If this rehabilitation Is not possible,
they'll need to know how to do some- way.
thing else that will make them
As

I write these things I am

sud-

denly taken anew with the wonder of
the changes that have come to this
America of ours. That we of all nations of the world should be seriously
considering how to conserve our food
supply, makes clearer than any other
measure the appalling blight which the
war, with its destructive agencies, has
thrown over the entire earth. It Is Incredible bvt It is true. It Is not only
true, but Is becoming each day more
How shall we
vital in our thinking.
feed the allies, ourselves and the waves
of the North sea?
After the boys ore trained reWe must double production, we must
to
or
else
educated to their old trade
save, and we must use with scientific
ne adapted to their capacities they precision.
will be provided with a "Job."
Those who show enough gold to the
pan from the neck up will get a "posiSTREET TALK
tion." Here there Is no limit to the
him-el- f.
possibilities. It's up to the man
From his neck up be may be
By LAURA E. RICHARDS
of the Vigilantes.
worth $100,000 a year.
the neighbor said;
Practically every big employer of "Oh! isn't It dreadful?"
"Isn't it dreadful T" said she:
labor In the community Is enlisted In
send your boy to be murdered there.
'To
the good cause to help the handicapped
Away across the seal
boy get all that's coming to him. Which The boy you bore and the boy you nursed.
In travail and pride and pain.
Is all that any boy of real spirit could
The heart of you and the eyes of you,
expect, or would accept.
To be foully smitten and slain!"
There's no chnrlty In this proposition merely on honest, sincere effort "Now hold your peace" said the War
Mother;
to make every man no matter In what
(And the sound of the guns In her car!)
condition he may be most useful to "If these are the words for you to speak.
They are not for me to hear.
himself, his family, and to the ecoThe halt of my heart is with my son.
nomic needs of his community.
But the half that here must stay.
Woman's Help Is Needed.
It beats as high and It heats as proud
As his own brave heart today.
Now, here's where we need the good
women
the
of
mothers,
wives,
"Now hold your peace!" said the War
help
Mother.
sisters and sweethearts of the boys.
the sound of the guns In ber
It's going to take a little time to do (Andheart!)
Qlve the
this work of
"My son and I stand side by side.
However the seas may part.
boys this time. Let them stay with
their teachers in these schools until It's he with the sword and I with the
they are once more fitted to earn a livGod give us both to thrive!
ing.
Come life, come death, to our last breath,
could
God grant us so to strive!"
you
The very greatest Injury
possibly put upon your physically Injured boy would be to turn him Into a
suffocate htm In
AN AMERICAN MOTHER
psychical crlpple--t- o
maudlin sentimentality.
love
yon bear
Don't for the great
By DANIEL M. HENDERSON
htm, don't take him home, and make
ef the Vigilantes.
are
him a dependent That yon
willing
I sat next to them In a tube train
to toll and Slav for him is most
woman of mida becomingly-gownepraiseworthy lit you. But your
dle age, and her friend. At first glance,
efforts may transform a
have thought them care-freearnest man Into an Idler a one would
women off to enjoy a day'a
o
handicap to yon and a terrible enemy
to himself. It may put the "reverse shopping.
I couldn't help hearing this bit of
English" In the little story Captain
their conversation :
Samuels told me.
"How old Is your boy?" the friend
In Germany, they are using from 89
to 80 per cent of all their disabled asked.
Twenty-two.- "
men back of the lines, while the re"Have yon heard from him lately?"
maining 10 to 15 per cent are entirely
Testerday. He Is a sergeant now.
Take
lesson fsom
He has bis gaa mask and his helmet
these scientific savages.
God grant that your dear boy may and he's eager to go to the front line."
There was a pause. Then, yearningcome home to yon safe and sound, but
If be should be hurt give us a chance ly, but without a tremor or shade of
to bring ont all that there Is in him, repining, the little woman went on:
"Dear boy I hope he will be able
to place blm In the very beat possible
condition to work for his future, and to do his parti" .
To do bis part. Not a word of fear;
for the future of those who love him.
A n.1
a m will tin moat fn him not a hope that be wouldn't be slain
Boost for yourself, and most for the or wounded Just that he might do
i his
part
ountry he gave so much to save.
In this they ore going to receive the
help of Uncle Sara himself, and of the
very best brains the old gentleman can
enlist for this reconstruction service.
In every section of the country,
with a central agency at
Washington, "curative workshops" for
the treatment of those crippled in war
will be established
together with a
romplete system of providing food,
helter, clothing and pay for the
during the period of their
sol-Ite- rs
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SEASONABLE DISHES.
Into his gates
GOLDEN
and Into his courts
with thanksgiving,
with praise: be thankful unto him and
Cereals, even the leftovers from
bless his name. Psalms 100:4.
DEVOTIONAL READING Psalms IB: breakfast, may be used to make de
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
Acts 10:33: I Corinthians

of the Vigilantes.
If the war goes on (as it seems likely

7

malice,

for 'orty-flv- e
minutes. Turn out on
n hot platter and pour a rich tomato
sauce around the loaf.
Rice with chicken, lamb, mutton or
chopped tongue makes most tasty
croquettes.

TEXT-En- ter

CORN VS. PORK

umns.

1:42-4-

through

Against the world, early and late.
No Jot of our courage abating,
Our part is to work and to wait.
-- Alice Cary.

TIVE CHURCH.
TEXT-A- cts

envy,

through hating,

SOME ACTIVITIES OF THE PRIMI-

Mark
3:9;

.

4:1-1-

The Church Worshiping (Acts 2:

ding.
1.

).

As the result of Peter's preaching at
Pentecost about three thousand persons confessed Christ In baptism. Tlint
their conversion was genuine Is evidenced by what they did :
in the
1. "Continued steadfastly
apostles' doctrine" (v. 42).
Continuance and stendfastness are
Infallible proofs of the genuineness of
one's conversion. They not only were
steadfast, but they kept themselves In
the school of Christ came regularly
to the meetings to be Instructed by the
apostles. Christians cannot grow unless they feed upon God's word. Trashy
novels and story papers will not make
Christians grow. The "sincere milk of
the word" Is essential to growth (I
Peter 2 :2).
2. Kept themselves In the fellowship of the apostles (v. 42).
This doubtless means that they at- tached themselves to the church and
sought the friendship of Christian peo- pie. Christian growth Is helped by association with Christian people, not by
n
withdrawal. One who expects
In seclusion will be doomed to
disappointment.
8. They went regularly to the communion tnble (v. 42).
In the "breaking of bread" they symbolically fed upon Christ. True worshipers will not neglect this means of
grace.
4. They went regularly to the prayer meeting (v. 42).
Prayer Is the very breath of soul
growth. It Is as necessary to spiritual
life as breathing is to physical life.
The result of such life was:
(1) Wholesome fear (v. 43). (2)
!A powerful ministry (v. 43). Many
.wonders and signs were done by the
apostles. (3) Mutual ministry (vv. ).
Those who give themselves to
and generous,
Christ ore
giving of their substance to help the
poor and needy. (4) A constant worship (v. 46). (5) Unity and gladness
(v. 46). (6) Gracious Influence among
the people (v. 47). (7) A perpetual
growth (v. 47). Where such genulne-- j
sess Is manifest there will be growth.
The Lord added to the church dally-th- ere
was a continuous revival.
II. The Church Witnessing (Acts 4:

of

'

sancti-ficatio-

Hominy
Soak a cupful of

..

I

,,..., la

water with a
of salt over

nlffht. Cook In n double
boiler until the liquid Is absorbed, then
stir In a cupful of honey, a grating of
nutmeg and the grated rind of a lemon.
Grease a pudding mold and in the bottom place four dates. Cover with an
inch of the cooked hominy and arrange
a row of dates around the dish, pour
In the remainder of the hominy, cover
and steam two hours. When done,
unmold and serve cold with cream and
sugar or hot with a sweet sauce.
8oy Bean Loaf. Wash and drain
well one pound of soy beans, place
them In a saucepan and cover with
plenty of cold water; put In an onion
stuck with a clove, a little salt, a bay
leaf and a half teaspoonful of thyme,
tied In a bit of muslin. Cover the sauce
pan and cook nt a low temperature
until the beans are tender, adding
more water If needed. When cold put
through a meat chopper, senson with
salt and pepper, stir In a half cupful of
catsup, two canned pimentos nnd the
whites of two
eggs
chopped fine; mix well, turn out on a
over
with the
floured board, brush
beaten yolk of egg and sprinkle with
bread crumbs. Pluce in a greased pan
and bake In a moderate oven
of an hour, (iarnlsh with
parsley. Serve either hot or cold.
Chili Con Carne. Cut two pounds of
round steak Into small square pieces.
Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter substitute In a saucepan and when hot add
the steak, fry brown; then odd one
cupful of boiling water and four
of rice. Cook until tender.
Add three canned red peppers cut In
pieces, one cupful of cooked beans, two
parboiled onions cut In slices, one
tablespoonful of flour, four cloves, one
clove of garlic, chopped, a teaspoonful
of salt and cook until the gravy is of
the right consistency. Serve garnished with parsley.
8trlng Beans With Pork. Remove
the strings from two quarts of green
beans and slice them lengthwise Into
strips. Cut Into dice
one thin slice of Rait pork, three Inches
square, and fry It In a granite stew
pan. Put In tlie beans, with a cupful
of boiling water, and let them cook
half on hour; then add a half
of salt, a dash of pepper, a
teaspoonful of sugar, half a cupful of
vinegar and simmer until the beans
are tender.
When nearly cooked
thicken with a teaspoonful of flour, If
desired;
hard-cooke-

three-quarte- rs
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Note the characteristics of a witnessing church :
1. A praying church (v. 81).
For every want and every need they
betook themselves to God In prnyer.
church (v. 31).
2. A spirit-filleWhen they prnyed the place was
shaken wherein they were gathered together. They were all filled with the
holy spirit. The spirit is given In answer to prayer (Luke 11 :13).
3. A 'testifying church (v. 31).
The ministers had boldness In testimony.
4. A united church (v. 32).
They were of one heart and one soul,
nnlted In the one body to the one head
by the holy spirit
5. A charitable and generous church
(v. 82).
They held nothing back from those
d

is no contentment without-congeni- al
and uficful occupation. Hapone who Is skilled to do
is
the
py
something very well.
There

FOOD HINTS.

When you fry cornnieal mush roll
each slice In cortuneal with a pinch of
sugar; the slices
will brown quickly
and evenly with
less fat.
Rabbit en Casserole. As rabbit
is one of our

urtiA tSnrl noofl

6. Its membership possessed un-- ;
blemished characters ; great grace was
upon them all.
III. The Church Overcoming Difficulties (Acts 6:1-4Out of the beautiful fellowship of
this early church grew a peculiar difficulty. Among the Grecian Jews there
came a feeling that partiality had been
shown In the distribution of funds. The
difficulty was recognized nt once andreproperly dealt with. The apostles
fused to allow this to divert their ministry, so they proceeded with the Ini
mc
tial organization in
polntment of deacons. We have here
set forth the qualifications of those
who are to look after the business end
of the church.
1. Good report (v. 3).
It Is highly Important that even the
business affairs of the church should
be In the hands of honest men. The
church cannot afford to appoint men of
doubtful reputation to do such work.
2. Full of the holy spirit (v. 3).
The temporalities of the church
should only be entrusted to spirit-fillemen.
3. Full of wisdom (v. 3).
The highest wisdom Is required In
the handling of the business side of
church life, and this should be done by
men other than ministers. Ministers
Should give themselves to prayer and
preaching.

meats we are

asked to use to
save beef, some of
us will need to get over fussluess
about eating rabbit which is most
wholesome and good flavored meat.
Dress the rabbit and cut It up in
serving sized pieces, brown In any
sweet fat, then add two tablespoonfuls of corn flour nnd two cupfuls of
hot water.
Stir until smooth, pour
over the rabbit, add a few slices of
onion which have been browned In
a little fat, a cupful of celery, a bit
of bay leaf, salt and pepper and
enough water to hulf cover. Cover
and cook slowly for an hour and
half. If a thicker suuee or gravy is
desired add more corn flour. Serve
hot with a tart Jelly.
Bombay Soup. Put a tablespoonful
of peanut butter into a saucepan, add
one onion sliced and cook slowly without browning ; then add one large sour
apple sliced, but not peeled, a teaspoonful of thyme. Juice of half a
lemon, a teaspoonful of curry powder,
teaspoonful of salt and two
of rice, cooked. Cover and
simmer gently for ten minutes with
one quart of good soup stock.
Rice and Meat Loaf. Butter a mold
of an Inch
and line It
thick with hot, steamed rice. Prepare
mixture of two cupfuls of finely
dropped meat, seasoned well with
A Cheerful Heart.
One of the duties lying upon every pepper, celery, salt, onion and lemon
man these days is the duty of mak- juice ; add a quarter of a cupful of
cheerful heart radiate Itself In crumbs and enough rice water to make
ing
a bright and smiling face. The man of the right consistency. Stock of any
who goes round with dolefulness and kind may be used if there is no rice
fill the mold with this
pessimism written upon bis features water. Nearly
la 'a traitor to his country and an mixture then cover with a layer of the
enemy of his fellows. Of course a rice, put on the buttered lid and steam
man cannot have the hopefulness on
his face that his heart does not feel,
Smallest Public Library.
but It Is not so Impossible to grow
What
Is perhaps the world's smallhopefulness as It sometimes seems. est public library ia claimed by a vilThe man who is taking his part in
not far from London. The villife, doing heroically and faithfully lage
is very small. The library la
the duties that come to him, and who, lage Itself
file that hangs upbecause of that, has a wholesome merely a newspaper
on a wall In the village street, but the
can
a
In
God
and
man,
In
keep
faith
This was atcheerful heart even In day like this. community la grateful. an
accident A
to
a
tested
by
stranger
one
but
and
old
la
an
homely truth,
It
white-haire-d
who,
pointing to
villager
well
wears
never
that
out,
duty
that
with bis stick, said:
tbe
"library"
done
life
Its'
Urd faithfully
gives
"Wonderful useful that be these days
truest test, the face Its brightest when
folks cant get the papers aa they
J
most
Its
abiding
mile, and the heart
I
happiness.
).
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DESSERTS.

the light desserts which are
licious and nourishing easy for the Inexperienced housewife
to prepare are the
dishes as puddings and
combinafruit
desserts.
tions. Fruits are
PudData

11:15-112:4-2-

SAVE THE SUGAR
Among

i

jg
jsf

mineral
rich in
substances
and
acids which are

I

blood. The follow-Jj- J
lng desserts, while
nu..u
"
cup,..,,
giving us n new and delicious flavor.
Chocolate Pears. Steam unstemmed
pears until tender, after peeling and
coring carefully. To the Juice of a
lemon and half a cupful of water add
corn or maple sirup until It Is quite
sweet ; to each cupful of the Juice odd
a heaping tablespoonful of chocolate
and vanilla to flavor. Cook until
smooth and' pour over the penrs.
Pineapple Bavarian Cream. Dissolve two tablespoonfuls of gelatine In
a half cupful of cold water. Heat together one grated pineapple or one
can of preserved pinenpple, a
of corn sirup, a tablespoonful of
lemon juice; add to the gelatine and
stir until the gelatine Is thoroughly
dissolved. Then chill the mixture In a
pan of water, stirring constantly.
When it begins to thicken fold in a
cupful of cream, whipped. Place in a
mold and set aside to clilll.
Jellied Figs. Dissolve two
of gelatine in half a cupful
of water. Cook a pound of figs with
two cupfuls of water slowly, until the
skins ore tender. Add the boiling water In which the figs were cooked to
the softened gelatine nnd stir until
thoroughly dissolved. Add n
of corn sirup nnd enough grape
Juice to make four cupfuls of liquid.
Put the liquid and figs In layers In
a mold, letting each layer of liquid
partly set before adding the next.
Serve when unmolded with cream.
Raisin Sandwich. Stew raisins In
a little orange Juice until plump. Put
aside to chill. Spread graham crackers with the raisins and a little grated
maple sugar mixed with cream. Put
on another cracker and the sandwich
is ready.
The movement for conservation Is
not only helping in saving food for our
army and allies but It Is educating us
away from rich 'pastry and puddings,
which we are finding most Important
In keeping our nation's health up to
standurd.
half-cupf-

ls
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K'ow that women feel It a duty to
make afternoon gowns do service for
evening wear, the Ingenuity of costutn-er- s
is put to the test. From one of
the great Paris designers conies the
lovely gown pictured above and It Is
a triumph of French discernment und
good toste; for it Is quiet enough for
wear
and
distinguished
daytime
It is of black
enough for evening.
satin with embroidery In silver thread.
This combination appears also in
French millinery from the most authoritative sources, but in hats black
frame velvet Is used Instead of satin.
We may accept this gown as a criterion in hues and general make up of
styles for the coming season. It has
a narrow, plain underskirt of moderate
length and a straight hanging
vaguely confined to the figure by
an easy girdle terminating In sash
The girdle Is made of satin
ends.
and that portion that encircles the
waist Is embroidered while tbe sash
ends are plain. The skirt portion of
over-garme-

Among the Blouses for Fall

aV

In
welcome manifested
kindly and polite attentions, will make
a very plain meal more enjoyable than
a banquet.
A

tlw overdress is as long as the under
skirt at the back and considerably
shorter in front. This is a new development of the tunic skirt which
is destined to reappear In winter
gowns. The embroidered band on the
back portion Is not so wide as it Is on
the front.
The sleeves and collar are especially Interesting becnuse they are both
new departures. Both are as plain aa
The
possible, but each is original.
sleeves are cut full length and flaring
but are trimmed away at the wrist until the upper portion extends only a
few Inches below the elbow. The upstanding collar Is of bluck crepe georgette ond Is supported by a few very
small, unnotlceable wires.
Satin in black and in dark colors,
promises to be of all fabrics the most
used for afternoon gowns. New draped skirts nnd new tunic skirts appear
and silver tinsel In embroidered bands
Is sure to be followed by silver lace
In conjunction with them.

hearty
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WAYS WITH SWEETBREADS.

Sweetbreads, being perishable meat,
are one of the best of summer meats
which we may feel
free to use. When
the price Is not
they
prohibitive
frebe
should
quently sprved.
Sweetbre ads
should be fresh, as
they spoil quickly.
Remove all the skin, fibers and tubes
without breaking the sweetbreads
themselves. Soak In cold water for
an hour, changing It often to extract
all the blood. Drain nnd put to cook
In simmering water for 20 minutes.
Use the broth In which they, were
cooked as a basis for the sauce in
which to serve them. Plunge the
sweetbreads as soon as cooked Into
cold water to keep them firm and
white. If to be linked, wrap each
sweetbread In a cheesecloth und put it
under a weight.
Braised Sweetbreads. Place In a
baking pan a layer of new pens and
small carrots with new potaoes; on
this bed of vegetables place the prepared sweetbreads with a few cubes
of fat salt pork. Add enough of the
stock In which the sweetbreads were
cooked to cover the vegetables. Cover
tight and cook about forty minutes.
Season with suit and pepper during the
cooking.

Sweetbreads In Gelatine. Cut Into
small dice two cupfuls of cooked
V sweetbreads.
Soak a tablesiioonful of
of a cupful of
gelatine In
the broth nnd dissolve It In half a cupful of hot broth. Add the sweetbreads,
one tablespoonful of lemon juice and
salt and pepper to taste. Stand the
mixture In a pan of ice water, stir frequently and as It begins to stiffen fold
In one cupful of whipped cream and
two tablespoonfuls of chopped parsley.
Turn Into molds and chill. Serve In
slices laid on crisp lettuce leaves.
Tomatoea Stuffed With Sweetbreada.
Peel and scoop out the centers of
medium-sizetomatoes, sprinkle with
salt and Invert to drain. Set on Ice to
Cut sweetbreads previously
chill.
cooked. Into dice, add a few cooked asparagus tips, a spoonful of minced
green pepper, season well with salt
and paprika, add mayonnaise dressing
to moisten, and fill the tomatoes. Garnish each with a stuffed olive.
d

Sunrise In Town and Country.
Sunrise, on the mountains or at
sea, or in the rural districts, la an
event worthy of attention and well
rewards the early riser with Its beauty
and significance but the early riser
In the town or city baa usually found
everything untidy and must step over
ash cans and dodge the sweepers and
be satisfied with the sleepy grunts of
workmen who are getting things lata
shape for tbe business of the day. It
Is anything but picturesque and
unattractive.

Wmk
There Is really an endless assortment of blouses ull ready for women
who look to the blouse more than ever
to provide them variety In their apparel. Since we may not have so
many frocks, what with the scarcity
of wool and labor and everything, we
muRt turn to the blouses made of cottons or those of silk to odd the spice
of variety to skirts and suits that are
serving overtime.
Blouses are of two characters
those that are moderate in price anywhere from about three dollars to
eight or ten nnd those tlint employ
lavish or difficult hundwork that
brings their value up to two or three
times the outside price of those In the
other class. It seems Inconsistent to
e
economy In the snme
talk of
breath with these extravagantly prloed
affairs, but It Is not always so; some
of them are remarkably durable. The
blouses that most women will buy,
however, are the moderately priced
models that are new and smart in design. French voile, fine batiste and
georgette crepe are the materials to
select no matter what the price for
it ia not In the materials but In the
laces and other decorative features
that take much time to make, that the
high value lies. Women who know
bow to do exquisite needlework have
the advantage because they can do
this exacting handwork for themselves.
Fine organdie is another material that
helps solve the problem of dainty
blouses at moderate prices.
Georgette remains a great favorite
and the two new models shown in the
picture for fan are of this delicate
and beautiful material.
They are
among the considerable number that

either slip on over the head or fasten
along one shoulder. In the blouse at
the left two colors ore used a panel
at the front In color Joined to the
white of the blouse by beadwork.
Hemstitching Is used in voile or other
cottons and in silks to introduce a becoming touch of color by joining it to
white blouses. This blouse has the
round neck finished with a frill and the
bands of ribbon laid over the cuffs,
which are among new style features.
The blouse at the right Is of georgette In a pale color, braided with soutache In the same shade. It fastens
on the shoulder under a collar that Is
ornamented with two small silk cov
ered balls.

war-tim-

Heavy Rest Robes.
Along with the rest robe of such
heavy materials as corduroy and velvet go the comfortable and warm garments of albatross. Nothing is better
than this fabric for a bouse gown of
any sort; it Is very soft and supple
and light and warm. Some pleasing
little robes of albatross have wide deep
berthas of finest lawn embroidered
with flowers of the same color aa the
material and scalloped with stitches
the color of tbe flowers, the scallops
being edged with lace frills.

When You Put Lace On.
We are not doing much In the way
of fancy work nowadays. Knitting
takes up all our spare time, and to It
we devote our energy. But perhaps
you will have occasion to sew some
lace on a curving edge like that of a
centerpiece and If you do. writes a
correspondent, here Is a little trick
divulged by a woman who Is experienced in such things. Roll the lace la
a little roll and tie It with a thread so
that It will not unroll. Then dip tbe
straight edge in hot water. Just the
edge, and about half the width of tbe
lace. Wring the water out and dry tbe
lace, still in the little roll. When It la
dry the Inside wilt be slightly shrunk,
so that It will measure less than the
outside, and so you will have less difficulty In fitting It to the curved edge
of the centerpiece.
Pockets In Good Style.
Pockets are another trimming feature that remain In good style in spite
of the fact that they are no novelty.
Real or seeming pockets, faced or
lined with white or colored satin, are
need smartly on some of the new models of navy blue serge.
Plaited Effect In Wool.
Sweaters are seldom of any plain
weave and are knit In checkerboards,
fancy stitches or to resemble accordMa
plaited.

CAPITAL CITY HEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh H.
Williami on Sunday afternoon a ion.
Mayor Davies is attending the
ional council of the Knifjhts of
umbus in New York.
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bration.

Frank Springer will deliver a historical address at the annual meeting of the New Mexico Bar Association this week.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
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Dr. Frank H. H. Robert) has accepted an invitation to deliver an adMr. and Mrs. Walter Connell and dress on Museum night September
D. A. Macpherson, of Albuquerque
17th on the aubject of the war.
were in the city Wednesday enroute
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B. L. Macbeth has been appointed
country.
district engineer in the office of
Mrs. Howell Ervicn has returned to State Engineer James A. French and
the city from San Diego, California. will probably assume charge of the
Santa Fe district.
Lieutenant Ervien who was stationed with the New Mexico troops at
State game warden Theodore Rou-aCamp Kearny is enroute to France.
left Monday for Grant County
Mrs. Luna Bcrgerc, formerly Miss to attend to the prosecution of sevviolations of
I. ilia Galleghar has returned to San la eral cases involving
Fe from southern California. Lieut. the state game laws.
Rergere who was stationed at Camp
Norvell R. Slosson, of Douglas,
Kearny is now sailing overseas-MisArizona, is in the city visiting his
Mrs. Maud R. Case. He will
Nellie Nusbaum one of the mother
be joined by his two brothers Jud-so- n
most attractive and populer young
and Lieutenant Slosson in a few
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going a thorough renovation.
vnprtfrl tti:it wtlpn the work is r.ot"- Iplcted it will be in first class shape
loin LIossou who was here on a and that the movies will continue
ten days' furlough visiting his parents without anv further hinderancc, wl ie1
Mr- and Mrs. C. C. Closson and sister will be good news for the nu.vi
( losson returned to Austin, fans.
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wo mnuq'i erque yuunj; laun-- imve:
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Spanish in the University has re
ceived an appointment in the inrei- litrence department at Washington
and Miss Angela La Drjere is now
secretary of the editor of the lioto- play Magazine.

Secretary of state Antonio Lucero
left Thursday for Otto, to deliver t!ie
principal address at a patriotic cele-

knit articles 327, bandages 757, hospital supplies 745, including) 90 pairs
of bed locks and 290 pairs of oper-ltin- g
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children, and 50 scrap books by the
7th and 8th grades of the Farming
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The Ked Cros- - rummaije sale and
lance etven at the VYillard Wcrcan-il- e
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Rates for Cooking.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY
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September 30th, 1918' On sale daily to and including
Round Trip Fares
Colorado Springs
Denver
Rocky Mountain
Natl. Estcs Park
Glacier Park
Stations
Ogden and Salt Lake
Atlantic City N. J
Cleveland
Minneapolis
Yellowstone

l
lompici. tni
6)0

the twenty-fiv- e
garments
hy the last of the week

,rudo cn

MEVER,
Maestro Esprial

completed

The Farmingtoa Chapter
And its branches, Fruitland. Liberty and Shiprock, with a group of
loyal workers at Hood in San Juan
county have completed and shipped
the following to Denver during the
past year. Hospital garments 381,

Vancouver B. C
Los Angeles
37.36 Pueblo
San Diego
64.38 San Francisco

....

DIRECT

QUICK

TREATMENT

EFFECTIVE

FOR THE MOST OBSTINATE CASES
Sola Br All Drmciiat

60.36
95.04
55-2-

21.96
55.26
67.26

.

8904

54.95 Portland
12860 Seattl
99.26 Spokane
12440 Buffalo
75.28 Toronto

92.04
.

8904
107.61
107.65

Detroit
St Paul

Park

97.23
75.28
i

Above fares do not include

&

war tax.

For official information about National Parks and Monuments
address Bureau of Service, United States Railroad
tion, 226 W. Jackson Street, Chicago, Ills".
Grand Canyon Side trip $7 60.
Circuit Tourt
Points,
to California
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31st.

Stations

24 72
2892
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Montreal

Limited to October
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; JJadrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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